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MEMBERS OF THE GROUP

No Name Address

 1 Miss Linda Lowrey 222 Concession St. Apt 406 Hamilton, Ontario L9A 1B1

Canada
E-mail: linda.lowrey@hwcn.org

 4 Mr Colin W Plant 14 West Road, Bishops Stortford, Herts CM23 3QP

� E-mail: cpauk1@ntlworld.com

 6 Mr Michael Plant The Coach House, Monyash Road, Bakewell, Derbyshire,

DE45 1FG

E-mail: plant.inbakewell@btopenworld.com

10 Mrs Pamela Plant London

16 Mrs E C Reed 31 Walton Gardens, Codsall, Wolverhampton WV8 1AH

18 Mr Peter Johnson 57 Helston Close, Brookvale, Runcorn WA7 6AA

20 Mr Anthony David Plant 53 Green Curve, Banstead, Surrey, SM7 1NS

E-mail: plantad53@ntlworld.com

29 Mrs Shirley Hughes 14 Criss Grove, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks. SL9 9HG

E-mail: shirleyhughes@care4free.net

32 Mrs Catherine Sproston Birtles Lodge, Chelford Road, Birtles, Nr Macclesfield,

Cheshire.

33 Miss Aileen Plant 147 Moorland Road, Woodsmoor, Stockport Cheshire.

SK2 7DP

37 Mr Patrick Pearson Valrublen, Bowl Corner, Battisford, Stowmarket,

� Suffolk  IP14 2LH

E-mail: pjattyc@aol.com

38 Mrs Sian Plant 12 Dalmeny Road, New Barnet, Herts, EN5 1DE

� E-mail: davidandsianplant@tiscali.co.uk

45 Mr David Johnson PO Box 4059, Tinana Queensland, 4650, Australia.
E-mail: rosemary@deadrelos.com

47 Mrs Stella Robson Mill View, Great Whittington, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

NE19 2HP

51 Mr Gerald Plant 6 Bells Hollow, Red Street, Newcastle under Lyme, Staffs

ST5 7AJ

52 Dr John S Plant Computer Centre, University of Keele, Staffs. ST5 5BG

E-mail: j.s.plant@keele.ac.uk

59 Mr Nigel Burroughs 38 Grimshaw Road, Peterborough. PE1 4ET

� E-mail: Nigel@burroughsstnm.fsnet.co.uk

69 Mr Andrew Plant 36 Second Street, Watling Bungalows, Leadgate,

Co Durham.

� E-mail: Andrew@plant115.freeserve.co.uk
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71 Mr G Brian Plant 54 Bean Leach Drive, Offerton, Stockport, Cheshire.

SK2 5HZ

74 Mrs Alice Doreen Mercer 11 Stewart Place, Barrack Heights, New South Wales,

� Australia. 2528

75 Mr Michael John Plant Crown Hill House, Worcester Road, Newnham Bridge,

Tenbury Wells, Worcs. WR15 8JA
E-mail: wow plant@yahoo.com

85 Mr John E Ransley 18 Rosary Crescent, Highgate Hill, Queensland, 4101

Australia.

E-mail: john.ransley@bigpond.com

89 Mrs Denise Weston 73 Downside Close, Bladford Forum, Dorset. DT11 7SD

Mrs Estelle Nobles E-mail: clivestella@aol.com

90 Mrs M R Lake 16 Western Avenue, Felixtowe, Suffolk. IP11 9SB

E-mail: mgtlake@aol.com

95 Mrs Linda S Wheeler 2210 Larkspur Drive, Alpine, CA 91901, U S A

E-mail: momkat9@cox.net

98 Deanne Richards 4 West Road, Capel, Western Australia 6271
E-mail: argyle50@primus.com

104 Mrs Liz Plant 12 Meadow Lane, Edenbridge, Kent. TN8 6HT

111 Mr Malc John Plant 38 Faithful Street, Benalla, Victoria 3672, Australia.

113 Mrs Heather Plant 6 Peatmoss Street, Sunnybank Hills, Queensland, 4109,

Australia.

E-mail: heather.plant@bigpond.com

114 Mr John Russel Ingamellis Room 41, Resthaven, 336 Kensington Road, Leabrook,

Adelaide, 5068, South Australia.

115 Mrs Pat Herring 8 Stanier Close, Crewe, Cheshire. CW1 1GP

E-mail: tigernanpat@aol.com

116 Miss Joan Plant 12 Grenadier Street, N. Woolwich, London E16 2LP

119 Mrs Florence Plant PO 192, Nagambie, Victoria 3608, Australia.

E-mail: floplant@mcmedia.com.qu

121 Kathy Compagno 855 Bates Avenue, El Cerrito, CA 94530, U.S.A.

E-mail: kcompagno@hotmail.com

122 Mrs Elizabeth A Messer Bearsden, 9 Pinehurst Ave., Mudeford, Christchurch,

Dorset, BH23 3NS

E-mail: liz.messer@homeuser.net

123 Dr Andrew Thomas Plant The Spinney, Hill Top, Beaulieu, Brockenhurst,

Hants, SO42 7YR

� E-mail: at.piam@yahoo

124 Mr Alan Plant 1 Templar Terrace, Porthill, Newcastle, Staffs. ST5 8PN

127 Mr William T Plant 298 Newhampton Road West, Wolverhampton,
West Midlands WV6 0RS

Redacted
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131 Mrs Jean Walpole 40 Frederick Rd., Cheam, Surrey, SM1 2HR

E-mail: hockey@blueyonder.co.uk

132 Miss Linda Wilks 41 Arnold St., Derby, DE22 3EW

E-mail: Linda@lindawilks.fsnet.co.uk

138 Mrs Jean D Ray 124 Lyth Hill Road, Bayston Hill, Shropshire, SY3 0AT

E-mail: jean@westwood124.freeserve.co.uk

139 Mrs Judith Kirkby 53 Mersea Avenue, West Mersea, Colchester, Essex.

CO5 8JL

140 Mrs J Bateman 52 George Frederick Road, Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands

B73 6TP

E-mail: ianjennybateman@blueyonder.co.uk

141 Mr Malcolm Revell 22 Melton Road, North Ferriby, East Yorkshire. HU14 3ET
E-mail: mal.revell@tiscali.co.uk

143 Miss Freda Lawrence ‘Brades’ Lower Penkridge Road, Acton Trussell, Stafford

ST17 0RJ

E-mail: freda.lawrence@btinternet.com

145 Mr Graham Wingfield 34 Hereford Road, Harpur Hill, Buxton,

� Derbyshire. SR17 9PG

E-mail: Graham@Wingfields1.freeserve.co.uk

147 Mr John Ronald Plant 49 Bourke Avenue, Yattalunga, NSW  2251, Australia.
E-mail: ronp@tac.com.au

153 Mrs Frances Plant 80 Buxton Cres., Sutton, Surrey, SM3 9TP

E-mail: fplant@bigfoot.com

162 Aloa Dereta 5463 NW Odom Ct., Port St Luce, Fl 34986, USA

E-mail: dereta@bellsouth.net

164 Evelyn M Pitts 525 Cimarron Point, Okotoks, Alberta, Canada T1S 1S6

� E-mail: ev.pitts@shaw.ca

165 Mrs Gillian Jenkins 42 Edgemont Road, Weston Favell, Northampton, NN3 3PQ
E-mail: jenkins5@supanet.com

167 Mrs M J Plant 204 Dunkery Road, London SE9 4HP

168 Mr Philip Plant 33 The Dawneys, Crudwell, Wilts. SN16 9HE

E-mail: pplant@mail.com

169 Mrs Hazel M Morgan The Woodlands, 7 Rose Avenue, Alvechurch,

Nr Birmingham. B48 7PG

E-mail: hmorgan@merridew-media.co.uk

171 Mr Brad Scott 5 Walhatch Close, Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5GT

E-mail: Brad.Scot@semantico.com

174 Mrs Fay Bielewiez 12 Florence St., Kippa-Ring 4021, Queensland, Australia

E-mail: osprey1@optusnet.com.au

177 Mr Earl John Davis 27 Boucher Road, Leek, Staffs ST13 7JH

E-mail: earljdavis@aol.com

Redacted
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 178 Mr Anthony W Brown 6A Normans Road, Sharnbrook, Beds. MK44 1PR

� e-mail: galymorton@fiscali.co.uk

 179 Mrs Dorian G Greenbaum 27 Pill Hill Lane, Duxbury, MA 02332 USA

E-mail: astrology@aurumtel.com

 181 Mr Jack Plant 35 Oakdene, Cottingham, East Yorkshire. HU16 5AS

E-mail: jp@humberside.free-online.co.uk

 182 Linda Plant Wagoner 11 Millbrook Avenue, Dover, New Jersey 07801 USA

E-mail: mydewey@juno.com

 183 Mr Chris Plant 12 Whytecliffe Pde, Woody Point, Queensland 4019

Australia

E-mail: chrisplant10@hotmail.com

186 Mr Bill Lowe 21 Katoomba Road, Beaumont, South Australia 5066

Australia.

187 Dr Ruth Young 11 Douglas St., Ramsbottom, Bury, BL0 9HB

E-mail: ruth@fsl.dev.man.ac.uk

189 Mrs Nanette Pafumi Clos-Joli, 1321 Arnex-sur-orbe, Switzerland.

E-mail: pafclosjoli@hotmail,.com

191 Mrs Frances Reeve 63 Allestree Lane, Derby, DE22 2HQ.

E-mail: Martin@allestree70.freeserve.co.uk.

 193 Mr Raymond Plante RR3 52 Verulam Dr, Fenelon Falls, Ontario,

Canada, K0M 1N0
E-mail: Raylou.plante@symatico.ca

 194 Mrs Ann Wilkinson Hawthorn Cottage, Oak Lane, Treflach, Oswestry

� � SY10 9HE

E-mail: a.e.wilkinson@btinternet.com

# 195 Mr David Plant 169 Wulfruna Court, Dale St., Graiseley, Wolverhampton

West Midlands WV3 OPE

 196 Mrs Janet Padrazolla 41 Ashley Drive, Borchamwood, Herts, WD6 2JT

 198 Mr Patrick Thomas Plant 23 The Knoll, Framlingham, Woodbridge,

Suffolk, IP13 9DH

E-mail: patplant@suffolkonline.net

 199 Mrs Judith Wilkinson 8 Willow Close, Worlingham, Beccles, Suffolk, NR34 7EA

E-mail: scorpio.2zero@virgin.net

 200 Miss Simone Plant 22 Taverners Drive, Stone, Staffs ST15 8QF

� � E-mail: s.plant@staffordshirefire.gov.uk

 201 Mr Ronnie Plant 15 York Street, Leek, Staffs. ST13 6JE

� � E-mail: ronnieplant@aol.com

 202 Mrs Audrey Hunt 16 Chalford, Northcroft, Woodburn Green,

High Wycombe, Bucks, HP10 0BS

E-mail: huntaudrey@aol.com

Redacted
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 203 Mrs Shirley Goodall 49 Reservoir Road, Shobnall, Burton-on-Trent,

Staffs, DE14 2BP

E-mail: Shirley-goodall@virgin.net

 204 Mrs Marion Szezesniak 1303 Lake Crest Drive, Alexandra, Minnesota,
56308-8525 USA

E-mail:  chattenoir2000@yahoo.com

 205 Mrs Christine Milner Paddock Farm, Swythomley, Macclesfield,

Cheshire, SK11 0RF

 206 Mrs Ann Plant 1711 State Road, Warren, Ohio, USA 44481

E-mail: roysann@aol.com

 207 Mr John Plant 17 St Margaret’s Close, Cottingham, HU16 5NG

E-mail: Johnplant@plant.karoo.co.uk

 210 Mrs Andrea Bone Sawmill Cottage, Marholm, Peterborough, Cambs,

PE6 7HZ

E-mail: bones@sawmill91.freeserve.co.uk

 211 Barbara Plant 1117 El Comine Real#2, Burlingame, CA 94010, USA

E-mail: Lhadon@hotmail.com

 212 Mrs Rosalie G Kneller Summer House, Ilsington, Devon, TQ13 9RE

E-mail: rosalie98.kneller@tesco.net

 213 Mr Kenneth T Plant 1 St Martins Close, Stamford, Lincs, PE9 2NF

# 215 Mrs Glenys Daniels 2 Karlee Court, Coolum Beach, Queensland, 4573,

Australia

E-mail: glenton2@bigpond.com

 216 Mrs Jennifer Plant 45 Teme Road., Cradley, Halesowen, West Midlands,

B63 2LY

E-mail: Jenicay@hotmail.com

 217 Mrs Sylvia Wells 16 Third Ave., Chelmsford, Essex, CN1 4EX

E-mail: Wellsies@whsmithnet.co.uk

 218 Mr Walter F Plant Brookside Villa, 12 Station Road, Brough, East Yorkshire

HU15 1DY

E-mail: walterfplant@msn.com

 219 Mr Michael Plant 56 Brocklehurst Ave., Sheffield, S8 8JF

E-mail: mikeplantsheffield@hotmail.com

 220 Mr Mark Ernest Plant 13 Bedford Road, Firswood, Manchester M16 OJB

E-mail: mark.plant1@tesco.net

 221 Mrs Sue Tudor Millennium Cottage, 48 Kyl Caber Parc, Stoke Climsland,

Cornwall, PL17 8PH

E-mail: susan.tudor@tesco.net

 222 Dr Dale J Smith 2300 Juniper Ct., Golden, CO 80401-8087, USA

E-mail: dalsmith@msn.com

 223 Mr Colin H Plant 26 Manor Road, Wendover, Aylesbury, Bucks., HP22 6HN

Redacted
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E-mail: colinplant@totalise.co.uk

 224 Mrs Kathleen Bean 15 Owington Grove, Billingham, Stockton-on-Tees,

TS23 3LX

E-mail: Faba.1@ntlworld.com

 225 Mr Richard A Plant 79 Caledonia St., Scarborough, North Yorks., YO12 7DP

E-mail: Richard-plant@unpure.com

 226 Mrs Valerie Hall Moorhill, Granby Road, Bradwell, Hope Valley

S33 9HU

� � E-mail: Valke@tesco.net

Ú 227 Miss Anna Massey 39 Kidderminster Road, West Hagley, Nr Stourbride

West Midlands, DY9 0PZ

Ú 228 Irene Plant Berger 63 Candlewood Shores Rd., Brookfield, CT 06804,

USA
E-mail: jberger9830@charter.net

Ú 229 Mr Benjamin John Plant Hilbre House, Ringland Rd., Taverham, Norfolk, NR8 6TG

E-mail: bjrvplant@tiscali.co.uk

Ú 230 Mr Brian John Hunt 5 Loxley Ave., Shirley, Solihull, West Midlands, B90 2QE

E-mail: Brianjohnhunt@aol.com

Ú 231 Mrs Doris Howorth 9 Sandbank Gardens, Whitworth, Rochdale, OL12 8BH

E-mail: doris@dhoworth.wanadoo.co.uk

Ú 232 Mrs Michele Watson Pine Lodge, Steventon End, Ashdon, Essex, CB10 2JE

E-mail: mail@pinelodge237.fsnet.co.uk

Ú 233 Professor Dennis Wood 12 Selly Wick Drive, Selly Park, Birmingham, B29 7JH

E-mail: denniswood@blueyonder.co.uk

Ú = New Member

� =  Change of address or e-mail address.

# Rejoined

Redacted
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MEMBERS INTERESTS

Membership Interest

No Name

  1 Miss Linda Lowrey e19c Macclesfield, Cheshire/m19c

Hollingwood - Darwen Lancs/

  4 Mr Colin W Plant 19c North Staffordshire/

  6 Mr Michael Plant Any period South Staffs/North Worcs/

 10 Mrs Pamela Plant e19c Stockport Cheshire/

16 Mrs C Reed L18c e19c North Staffordshire/

18 Mr Peter Johnson L19c Manchester Lancs/19c Mid Cheshire/

20 Mr David Plant Pre 19c Clowne Derby/19c Doncaster Yorks/

19c Notts./ 19c Cheltenham Glos/

29 Mrs Shirley Hughes L17c + 18c Rowley Regis Worcs/19c Dudley

Worcs/L19c Sydney Australia/

32 Mrs Catherine Sproston Any Period Cheshire/

33 Miss Aileen Plant 17c 18c 19c Stockport Cheshire/

37 Mr Patrick Pearson Any period Stockport Cheshire/

38 Mrs Sian Plant e19c Denton Lancs/19c Leicester/

20c Rounds Northants/

45 Mr David Johnson 19c Kidsgrove/

47 Mrs S Robson General/

51 Mr Gerald Plant m19c Goostrey Cheshire/L19c e20c Salford

Lancs/

52 Dr John S Plant 19c Sheffield Yorks/e19c Clowne

Derbyshire/

59 Mr Nigel Burroughs L18c 19c Burslem + Longton Staffs/

69 Mr Andrew Plant M18c + M19c Little Bowden and Market

Harborough/19c London

71 Mr G Brian Plant Any period Cheshire/

74 Mrs Alice D Mercer 19c Leicester/L19c Nottingham/

75 Mr M J Plant e19c Shropshire/e19c Cheadle Hulme

Cheshire/

85 Mr John E Ransley 18c + 19c Staffordshire/

89 Mrs Denise F Weston Any period Fenton + Cheadle + Longton Staffs/
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90 Mrs M R Lake m18c Suffolk/

95 Linda Shields Wheeler 17c Stafford/any period Connecticut USA/

98 Deanne Richards 19c Eckington Derbyshire/Sheffield/

104 Mrs Liz Plant 17c + 18c + e19c Wolverhampton/

111 Mr Malc John Plant Any period Sibsey Lincs/

113 Mrs Heather Plant L19c Hackney Middlesex/

114 Mr John Russel Ingamellis 18c Lincs/

115 Mrs Pat Herring e19c Ashley Staffs/L19c Wheelock Cheshire/

116 Miss Joan Plant e19c Bristol/

119 Mrs Florence Plant L19c Staffordshire/

121 Kathy Compagno 19c West Bromwich + Walsall, Staffs/

L18c + e19c Brierley Hill/ e 18c Old Swinford

122 Elizabeth Messer L19c Cheadle Staffs/

123 Dr Andrew Thomas Plant 18c + 19c Northants/19c Rutland/19c Hants +

Cambs/L19c + e20c Bedfordshire

124 Mr Alan Plant General Staffordshire/

127 Mr William T Plant 18c + e19c North Staffordshire/

131 Mrs Jean Walpole m19c Wolverhampton Staffordshire/

L19c Camberwell, Surrey/

132 Miss Linda Wilks Any period Potteries, Staffordshire/

138 Mrs Jean Ray 19c Sheffield

139 Mrs Judith Kirkby Pre 1850 Macclesfield Ches/

140 Mrs J Bateman Pre 1900 Staffordshire/Pre 1900 Worcestershire/

141 Mr Malcolm Revell 18 + 19c Burslem + Longton + Stoke on Trent

Staffs/

143 Miss Freda Lawrence 18c + 19c Staffordshire/

145 Mr Graham Wingfield 19c Lower + Higher Whitley + Little Leigh,

Cheshire/

147 Mr John Ronald Plant Pre 1900 Stoke on Trent, Staffs/
153 Mrs Frances Plant 19c Leek Staffs/

162 Aloa Dereta Any Period pre 1860 Leek Staffs/

m 19c Sheffield, Yorks/

164 Evelyn M Pitts L 19c Barrow-in-Furness, Lancs/

m 19c Cradley Heath, Staffs/
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165 Mrs Gillian Jenkins m 19c Wolverhampton + West Bromwich, Staffs/

167 Mrs M J Plant Any period Market Harborough, Little Bowden,

Great Bowden, Foxton, Leics/Sutton St. Edmund,

Halbeach, Lincs/ Brighton Sussex/Haverhill,

Suffolk/Battersea, London/

168 Mr Philip Plant As for member 167 plus North Wiltshire/

169 Mrs Hazel Morgan 19c Meerbrook, Grindon, Staffs/Ashbourne,

Derby/

171 Mr Brad Scott e19c Peterborough/m19c Whiltshire + Devon/

174 Mrs Fay Bielewiez 18c Ches (Alsager)/19c North Staffs/

177 Mr Earl John Davis Cheadle, Staffs/

178 Mr Tony Brown 19c Suffolk/

179 Mrs Dorian Greenbaum 18c + 19c Dudley/Kingswinford/Brierley Hill/

181 Mr Jack Plant 19c South Yorks/North Derbyshire/

182 Linda Wagoner Any period USA/Immigrants from UK to USA/

183 Mr Chris Plant prc 1720 Leek/post 1720 Cheadle Staffs/

186 Mr Bill Lowe 19c Birmingham/

187 Dr Ruth Young North Staffs/Northants/Shrop/

189 Mrs Nanette Pafumi Any period Cheshire/

191 Mrs Frances Reeve 17 + 18 + 19c Cheadle, Staffs/

193 Mr Raymond Plante Any period Canada/

194 Mrs Ann Wilkinson 19c Newport, Shropshire/

195 Mr David Plant Any period West Midlands/18 + 19c Dudley +
Brewood, Staffs/

196 Mrs Janet Padrazolla 18 + 19c Piddington, Oxford/18 + 19c Crandon,

Bucks/

198 Mr Patrick Thomas Plant 19c Suffolk/

199 Mrs Judith Wilkinson 18 + 19c Dudley, Tipton, Halesowen, Rowley

Regis, Brierley Hill, Langley, Cradley, West

Bromwich/

200 Miss Simone Plant L18 + 19c Eccleshall, Stafford/

201 Mr Ronnie Plant L19c Dudley South Staffs/

202 Mrs Audrey Hunt 18 + 19 + 20c Castle Church, Castletown,

Forebridge, Queensvill, Staffs/

203 Mrs Shirley Goodall 19c Appleby Magna, Leics/

20c Burton-on-Trent, Staffs/
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204 Mrs Marion Szezesniak 19c Dudley, Worcs/

205 Mrs Christine Milner 19c Stockport (Plants Hat Block Co)/

206 Mrs Ann Plant 19c Staffs/

207 Mr John Plant Lincolnshire/

210 Mrs Andrea Bone L19c Peterborough Cambs/

211 Barbara Plant 17c Staffs/17c + 18c + 19c USA(Branford)

212 Mrs Rosalie Knellar 19c Liverpool/Bradford/West Bromwich, Staffs/

Warwick/Handsworth, Staffs/

213 Mr Kenneth Plant 18c + 19c South East, Leicestershire + Rutland

Border/

215 Mrs Glenys Daniels 19c Burslem, Fenton, Corbridge, Stoke/

216 Mrs Jennifer Plant 18c + 19c ‘Black Country’/

217 Ms Sylvia Wells 19c Market Harborough/London area/

218 Mr Walter Frederick Plant Woodthorpe, Nr Chesterfield/Woodthorpe,

Nr Loughborough/

219 Mr Michael Plant M + L18c Sheffield/M+L18c NE Derbyshire

220 Mr Mark Ernest Plant L19c Manchester, Lancs/Staffs?

221 Mrs Sue Tudor RH + SL Plant + Company (Pottery)/

222 Dr Dale Smith 18 + 19c North Staffs/ 19 + 20c USA/

223 Mr Colin H Plant William Plant 17c/early 19c Hundleigh, Lincs/

224 Mrs Kathleen Bean 17c Grinton North Yorks/19c Cassop, Co Durham/

225 Mr Richard Plant L19c Lincs/

226 Mrs Valerie Hall L18c Buxton, Derbyshire/

227 Miss Anna Massey 18 + 19c Black Country/

228 Irene Plant Berger 19c Birmingham/

229 Mr Benjamin John Plant 18 + 19c Lichfield, Staffs/19c Liverpool, Lancs/

230 Mrs Brian John Plant Canning Pottery Co – Subsidiary Co of

RH + SL Plant & Co.

231 Mrs Doris Howorth 19c Northwich, Cheshire/20c Manchester, Lancs/

232 Mrs Michele Watson m19c Duckmanton, Derbyshire/L19c + 20c

Australia (Melbourne)/

233 Professor Dennis Wood 17c to 20c Rowley Regis + Oldbury/
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INTRODUCTION

Firstly, very best wishes for 2005.  All those problems, impasses, mysteries that have plagued you for

years will be resolved this year – well we can hope can’t we?  I have a problem locating a birth mid

20th century (not a Plant I might add – they are never a problem) and have come to the conclusion that

he was not registered or baptised.  Nor do his family appear in the 1851 Census – at least not where he

should be.  Incidentally, it is now estimated that something in the order of 25% of all births between

1837 and 1872 were never registered or, in some cases, the documentation was lost when the
registration certificate was passed to the central authorities.  It is therefore worthwhile, if you have been

unsuccessful in the GRO Index, checking with the local registrar at that time.

If you have any connection with East Cheshire I would bring your attention to a new CD, North + East

Cheshire Marriage Index 1754 to 1837.  The CD which is a combination of the Bertram Merril Index

and references compiled by Pauline Litton over a period of 25 years includes 300 references to the

Plant name. I have downloaded all the Plants and the list will be included in the next Journal.  We have

this CD at the Cheshire FHS Library at Alderley Edge and if you would like me to look for other names

please forward details to me and when next on duty I will investigate.

I think that it is about time we updated the information contained in the Member’s Interests section.

An updating form is enclosed and if you wish to make an alteration to that at present included please
return this form to me.  The revised information will then be included in the August Journal.

It is proposed to include a new section in the next journal, a help page ‘Wanted’ where you can insert

requests for information – say three requests per member, per journal.  If you want to contribute to this

section please let me have details before end of June for the August Journal.  You never know we may

be able to help each other.

This Journal includes the 1881 Census returns for Buckingham, Essex, Hertfordshire, Sussex and Kent.

The next journal will include (space permitting) the entries for Durham which included 123 references

to Plant.  I don’t know what to do with the entries for Staffs (2,413), Cheshire (544), Lancs., (648) as

they are too large for inclusion in the journal as individual entries.  At some time in the future, as a one
name exercise, I intend to publish a complete list for the whole country (6,697 Plant entries) and those

three counties with a high population of Plants would be included in this publication.  In the meantime,

if you want any specific information from the Staffs., Cheshire and Lancashire returns please contact

me.  Incidentally, I will include in the aforementioned publication a detailed analysis of American

Plants  in  the  1880 USA Census  and,  if  possible,  Plants  from the  Australian  Census  (if  such a  list  is

available).  Can any Australian member fill me in on what is available on CD relative to Australian

Census returns.  The same thing applies to any Canadian returns.  I  do have a list of Plants living in

Canada in 1881 born in England, Scotland or Ireland.  What I want is a complete list of all  Plants in

Canada, wherever born.  It would be nice to establish how many Plants there were in the whole of the

world at the end of the 19th century – we are not alone.

A further project worth undertaking would be a demographic study of the IGI records for each UK

County in the 17th and 18th century on a % basis and then relate the movement of Plant’s in relation to

various historical events.  I would suggest we split each century into two sections and then count up the

number of references.  I know the IGI is not complete and therefore any analysis will have to be carried

out on a % basis. – Any volunteers for this project? – You would need access to the IGI.

Whilst looking through the Family History News & Digest I came across two publications which

would be of interest to our American members, particularly those with early immigrant connections.

Both are very expensive and I am not suggesting we purchase – but maybe some libraries in the US

may have copies that we can look at to see if any Plants are listed.  The first one is entitled ‘The Royal

Descents of 600 Immigrants to the American Colonies or the United States’ compiled by Gary Boyd

Roberts and published by Genealogical Publishing Co Inc 1001 N Calvert St., Baltimore, Maryland,
ISBN No. 0-8063-1745-0.  This book has a survey of 650 immigrants into America who claim some

sort of descent from European monarchs, particularly those in England, Scotland and France.

The second book is entitled ‘Adventures of Purse and Person Virginia 1607-1625’ edited  by  John

Frederick Dormon and published by Genealogical Publishing Co Inc (Address as above), ISBN No. 0-

8063-1744-2.  I understand that this book includes an extensive index for families A-F and that it is
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intended to publish details of families F-Z in the near future.  It comprises a collection of family

histories of the founding families of Virginia.

If any member manages to locate these publications please let me know, particularly if they contain

references to the Plant name.

Finally, for those of us with Staffordshire connections, will be interested to note that the Staffordshire

Tithe Map project has been completed.  The 383 maps for parishes throughout Staffordshire have been

repaired and are held at Staffordshire and Lichfield Record Office.  The maps, which were compiled

between 1837-1850, together with accompanying Apportionment lists, provide a very useful historical

source as they show and list owners, occupiers and value of land and property.

Again, best of luck for 2005 and I hope that the contents of Journal 29 will be of interest.
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NEW MEMBERS

No. 227 Miss Anna Massey Stourbridge

The  first  of  our  new  members  joined  in  July.   Her  main  interest  is  the  Black  Country  18th and 19th

century.  At the time of writing I await further information so that, if applicable, I can put her in touch

with the Black Country Sub-Group.

No. 228 Irene Plant Berger CT. USA

After her initial enquiry regarding the activities of the Group Irene confirmed that she is descended

from John Sydney Plant who was born 1877 and emigrated to America in 1919 from Birmingham.  His

father,  Stephen  Rowson  Plant,  born  1854,  the  son  of  George  Plant  born  1822  and  the  grandson  of

Edward Plant born 1787.

A  quick  check  of  the  GRO  located  the  birth  registration  of  Stephen  Rowan  Plant,  4th Qtr., 1854 at

Aston, Birmingham and the 1881 Census contained details of George Plant age 58 (i.e. born 1823 in

Birmingham) together with his wife Sarah, son Henry and Granddaughter Amy.

Further investigation established:

The registration details of John Sydney Plant born 1877.

That George Plant (father of Stephen Rawson Plant was bt 1822 at St Phillips, Birmingham,

the son of Edward and Sarah Plant.

Using  the  IGI  and  information  given  to  Irene  by  her  uncle  about  25  years  ago,  it  was  possible  to

establish the following tree:

Edward P

b 1787
m Sarah

George P

bt 26 Dec 1822

m Sarah Littlewood 1844

Stephen Rowson P
bn 28 Nov 1854

m Eliza Willatt 2 Nov 1874

John Sydney P Nelly bn 1871

m Florence Mary Baker 1904 Florence bn 1873

Edgar bn 1875

George bn 1876

Lottie bn 1880

Priscilla bn 1882

Walter Stephen bn 1883

Ernest bn 1905 Sydney Herbert P Arthur bn 1890
John Willet b 1910 bn 12 May 1907 Mabel

Richard b 1923

The history of this family is quite interesting so I propose to include in the next Journal the story of the

family as given to Irene 25 years ago.
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So  the  blockage  is  the  birth  of  Edward  Plant  which,  according  to  Irene’s  uncle,  was  1787  in

Handsworth.  There is however no reference to a baptism in the Handsworth P.R. so it must have been

somewhere else, possibly, I would suggest, St Phillips, Birmingham.  Further research now required.

No. 229 Benjamin John Plant Taverham, Norfolk

Through the web site Ben joined the Group in July forwarding information relative to his Plant family

compiled by his sister.  These details, together with Ben’s own researches, have taken him back to John

Plant born circa 1755 and who married Sarah ?  John died 1826 and was buried at Lichfield, St

Michaels.

Joseph Plant, the son of John and Sarah was bt 2 September 1798 at Lichfield, St Mary.  He married

Sarah Thacker 26 Jan 1817 at St Bartholomew’s Farewell.  They had at least ten children between 1817

and 1839, Arthur 1817, Thomas 1820, Eliza 1821, Emma 1823, Joseph 1825, Harriet 1828, Maria

1830, Harriet 1832, Selina 1835 and Alfred 1839.  Joseph was a Tailor and all children were baptised at

various churches in Lichfield.  He died in 1872 and at the time of his death was living at St John St.,

Lichfield.

Alfred was a chorister at Liverpool Cathedral and by 1881 he was living in Everton, Liverpool with his

wife, Jane Beaver, and eight children, Thomas A, Sydney H, James W, Edith 1, Gertrude M, Lily M,

Clara and Frederick P, all born in Liverpool.  Afred was employed as a Book Keeper Engineers and

Iron Founders.

So the next thing is to find the marriage of John Plant to Sarah ? circa 1780 probably in the Lichfield

area.  However, the Staffordshire Marriage Index has no record of such a marriage.  It is of course

possible that the compilers of this index may have missed this particular reference and therefore I

would suggest a study of the P.R. for the various ancient parishes of Lichfield.  I have therefore made a

note to investigate when I next visit the County Record Office at Stafford.  At the same time it may be

worth checking the P.R. for the birth of John Plant circa 1755.

No 230 Brian John Hunt Solihull

The print interest of this new member is a subsidiary company of RH + SL Plant & Co., called Canning

Pottery Co., who traded from Canning Street, Fenton between 1910 and 1935.  It manufactured pottery

with a backstamp trade mark of DECORO.

No. 231 Mrs Doris Howorth Rochdale, Lancs.

Doris’s Maiden name was Plant, her father being Fred Plant from Manchester (born 1890), the son of

Mark Plant who had three brothers, Matthew, Luke and John.  (Sounds as though they could have had a

religious father.)

My  initial  reaction  was  that  this  was  going  to  be  easy,  there  couldn’t  be  many  Mark  Plant’s  in

Manchester.  In fact there were none and only three listed for the UK, none with any connection with

Manchester and District.  Neither could I find a marriage between Mark Plant and Mary Whitby, 1880

to 1890.

According to Fred’s birth certificate – 1890, Mark and Mary were living in Hulme, Manchester.  The

1901 Census listed all the family, apart from Fred, plus Mary as head of the family, a widow, (Mark

must have died) as living in Council Street, Hulme.  Fred, then aged 11, was living with his mother’s

sister, Annie Whitby, on a farm in Northwich – name of farm not known.  I then decided to concentrate

on the Whitby’s – farmers in Northwich, and found in 1881 a family of Whitby’s (brother and sisters)
farming at  Eaton Hall,  Moulton  and Eaton in  Northwich.   Now I  can  check the  1901 Census  micro-

fiche at Alderley Family History Reference Library to see if Eaton Hall Farm contains a reference to

Fred Plant, age 11.

No 232 Mrs Michele Watson Ashdon, Essex
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When investigating her family line Michele found that her great, great grandfather was Joseph Plant, a

farmer from Duckmanton, who emigrated to Australia around 1855.  Her family still live in Melbourne,

although Michele has married and now ‘returned’ to live in Essex.

Further studies by Michele revealed that, direct descendants of hers, Bertram Walton Plant and Geroge

Herbert Plant moved to Australia from Duckmanton in 1855.  Their parents were Joseph Plant and
Eliza Anne Marples.

It was a simple exercise to locate Joseph Plant and his wife, Eliza Ann in the 1881 Census.  At that

time Joseph, his wife, Eliza Ann, their son, James and Daughter, Bertha, were living at Woolley Edge,

Yorkshire,  farming 200 acres.   From this  census  it  was  possible  to  establish  when the  family  moved

from Duckmanton to Woolley.  It also shows that Bertram Walton Plant and George Herbert Plant had

at least two younger siblings, i.e., James born 1839, and Bertha born 1848.  James’s birth was

registered in Chesterfield, 1839.

Then a stroke of luck – whilst dealing with another totally unconnected matter I found Michele’s line in

an article in one of the earlier Journals, taking her back to James Plant,bt 29 June 1740.

I  also  suggested  that  she  should  contact  Member  No.  52,  Dr  John  Plant,  who  has  ancestors  in  the

Duckmanton region of Derbyshire/Yorkshire.  It would appear that somewhere down the line they are

connected which means that she is also connected to my line as the DNA tests have shown that John

and I are from the same source albeit at least 300 years ago – it’s a small world.

No. 233 Professor Dennis Wood Birmingham

After locating our Web Site, Dennis contacted Dr John Plant and myself relative to joining the Group.

His interest in our activities was as a result of finding an article in ‘The Surname Plant and its Variants

relating to Richmond (Stinking Herrings) Plant who was his great grandmother, Elizabeth’s brother,

both the children of Warwick Plant of Rowley Regis/Cradley.

In view of this Black Country connection, I immediately put him in touch with the Black Country sub-

group so that they can exchange information.
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PALMERS INDEX TO THE TIMES
(See also previous journals)

The following information has been provided by Brad Scott, Member No. 171.

Palmers Index to the Times was compiled in the late nineteenth century and constitutes 450 volumes

including many of family interests.  A list of Plant references was included in Journal No. 17.

The extract below covers the period 2 April 1855 to 25 June 1855.

CIVIL ACTIONS: Wilkes v. Plant

The Times 2 Apr 1855, 9d

Home Circuit: Kingston, March 31.
(Beford Mr Baron Platt and a Special Jury.)

Wilkes v. Plant

This was an action to recover damages for a malicious prosecution.

Mr  E  James,  QC.,  and  Mr  Hawkins  were  counsel  for  the  plaintiff,  Mr  Serjeant  Shee,  Mr  Montagu

Chambers, QC., and Mr Robinson appeared for the defendant.

The case was only partly heard at the rising of the Court, at half-past 5 o’clock, and a report of the facts

is therefore deferred until it shall be concluded.

CIVIL ACTIONS: Wilkes v. Plant

The Times 3 Apr 1855, 11f

Home Circuit: Kingston, April 2..
(Before Mr Baron Platt and a Special Jury.)

Wilkes v. Plant

This  cause,  which  was  partly  heard  on  Saturday,  was  resumed  to-day,  and  was  not  brought  to  a

conclusion until 8 o’clock at night.

Mr E James, QC., Mr Wordsworth, and Mr Hawkins were for the plaintiff,  and Serjeant Shee, Mr M

Chambers, QC., and Mr Robinson for the defendant.

The action was brought to recover compensation in damages from the defendant for having maliciously

made a charge against the plaintiff of having conspired, with a person named Henry Gibson, to defraud

him  of  600/.  by  false  representations  with  regard  to  the  value  of  a  mine  at  Castlemayne,  in  Ireland,

called the Royal Hibernian Silver and Lead Mine.  The case lasted the greater part of two days but, as

there has been a good deal of litigation upon the same matter, and most of the principal facts have been

before reported, it will be unnecessary to give all the evidence in detail.  It appeared that the plaintiff

was a coalowner, and also largely engaged in the iron trade at Wolverhampton, and the defendant was a

person engaged in the same pursuits at Brierly-hill, in the same neighbourhood, and they were first

introduced to each other upon the occasion of the Great Exhibition in 1851, and after that period there

was  a  good  deal  of  intimacy  between  them.   The  plaintiff,  it  appeared,  was  also  acquainted  with

Gibson, who had an interest in several mines, among which was one called the Great Welsh Silver and

Lead Mine, and from the correspondence that passed between the parties there appeared to be no doubt
that the defendant was very anxious to have an interest in this particular mine, as well as the one that

was afterwards projected – the Royal Hibernian – and at length he purchased a share in the former, for

which he paid 250/., and on the 26th of  April  1852,  he  gave  600/.,  for  a  share  in  the  latter.   Gibson

appeared to have been the principal agent in the matter, and it was admitted that he had received the

check for the share in the Hibernian Mine, and it seemed that at one period of the transaction, so great

was the responsibility and zeal for their interest, that they made him a present of a piece of plate, of 200
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guineas’  value.   A  very  short  time,  it  appeared,  sufficed  to  dispel  the  dreams  of  wealth  that  were

expected to be derived from the mine, and the defendant brought an action against Gibson to recover

the money he had paid, but the action was not proceeded with, and in August of last year, it appeared,

that he preferred a bill  before the grand jury at the Central Criminal Court,  charging the plaintiff and

Gibson with conspiring together to defraud him by false representations relating to the mine in

question.  The bill was found, and upon this, a warrant issued, and the plaintiff was taken into custody,
and examined before the magistrates at Wolverhampton, by whom he was ordered to find bail to

answer the charge.  It was alleged on the part of the plaintiff that he had just completed a lease for some

extensive collieries which were likely to prove highly beneficial to his interest, and that he was doing a

large business, which employed nearly 100 men; and it was said that the consequence of his being

taken into custody under the circumstances was to destroy his credit, and that all his creditors came

upon him, and he was obliged to assign his property, and had now nothing but an allowance of 4/., a

week from his estate to subsist upon.  The indictment was in due course removed to the Queen’s Bench

by certiorari, and it appeared that Gibson left this country, and when the trial of the plaintiff came on

before Lord Campbell, the case was stopped after the defendant had given his evidence, the learned

judge ruling that there was no evidence to support the charge against him.  The plaintiff, it appeared,

was put to an expense of 300/., in defending the prosecution.

Mr Serjeant Shee addressed the jury on behalf of the defendant, and produced documentary and other

evidence,  with  a  view  to  show  that  the  defendant  had  a  reasonable  ground  for  supposing  that  the

plaintiff was connected with the fraud which he said had undoubtedly been practised by Gibson.  He

produced letters written by the plaintiff to the defendant, in which he urged him to have a share in the

mine, and gave a glowing description of its prospects from his own personal observation, all these

statements being undoubtedly false.  It appeared that, although Gibson and some other persons had

made a grand exhibition, or fête, in reference to the Grand Hibernian Mine, in point of fact no mine was

in existence, and although some miners were employed, and some pits were dug by them, nothing in

the shape of ore was ever discovered, and it was proved that at the request of Gibson a man named

Cassell,  who had the management of the mine, wrote a report,  a copy of which was sent him for the

purpose, in which he stated that he had discovered the lode, and that it was worth at least 150/., a
fathom, and this fabricated report was no doubt made use of for the purpose of inducing persons to

become shareholders in the mine.

Baron Platt,  in summing up the case to the jury, said that the only question they had to consider was

whether the defendant had reasonable or probably cause for including the plaintiff in the indictment for

a conspiracy to defraud.  So far as Gibson was concerned, there would probably not be much doubt

concerning the nature of his proceedings; but it was another question whether the evidence satisfied

them that the plaintiff had any guilty knowledge of the transaction.  It did not appear that he had ever

derived any advantage from the mine in question, or that he never held a share in it, and the jury would

consider whether it was not possible that he might have innocently made some false representations

relating to it from information given to him by Gibson, and without any fraudulent intention.

The Jury, after a very short deliberation, returned a verdict for the plaintiff – Damages, 1,500/.

Civil Actions: Wilkes v. Plant

The Times 25 Jun 1855, 11d

Court of Exchequer, Saturday June 23.

(Sitting in Banco)

New Trial Paper

Wilkes v. Plant

This was a rule for a new trial, on the grounds of misdirection and excessive damages, and also that the

verdict for the plaintiff was not warranted by the evidence. This was an action to recover damages from

the defendant for having maliciously, and without reasonable or probable cause, prosecuted the

plaintiff, in conjunction with one Gibson, on a charge of conspiring to defraud the defendant of 700/.,

and for obtaining the said sum by false pretences.  At the trial before Mr Baron Platt on the last Home
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circuit, it was admitted on all hands that Gibson had been guilty of the last named offence by imposing

upon the defendant shares therein.  On the trial Wilkes was acquitted, but the question in the present

case was whether the defendant was justified, by the existence of “reasonable and probable cause,” in

preferring the charge against him.  The evidence on which the charge was preferred consisted mainly of

a letter by the plaintiff, and the imputed misdirection was that the judge had left the question of

reasonable and probably cause to the jury, instead of leaving the facts to them, and directing them that,
according as they found or rejected them, there was or was not in law reasonable and probable cause.

The jury found a verdict for the plaintiff, with 1,500/.  Damages.

Mr Edwin James, Mr Wordsworth, and Mr Hawkins showed cause against the rule to set aside that

verdict; Mr Serjeant Shee, Mr M Chambers, and Mr Robinson appeared in support of the rule.

Barons Alderson and Martin were of the opinion that there ought to be a new trial,  on the ground of

misdirection and the amount of damages, which were clearly excessive.

Mr Baron Platt agreed on the latter ground, and did not dissent from the former ground for making the

rule absolute; but he still entertained the view he had acted upon at the trial, which was based upon the

decision of the Court of Error, in “Heslop v. Chapman,” as reported in 23 Law Journal Reports, page
49.

Mr Wordsworth applied under the new act for leave to appeal; but

The Court said that, as its judgment proceeded both on the law and the amount of damages, and there

could be no appeal on the latter ground, the only way to a Court of Error lay through a new trial, when

the jury would be directed in point of law, in accordance with the judgment now pronounced, and a bill

of exceptions might then be tendered to such direction.

The application was accordingly rejected, and the rule for a new trial made absolute.

Note: - The next journal will include details of an action between Reuben Plant, coal-master of

Brierley Hill and Oxford, Worcester and Wolverhampton Railway.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

LETTERS

1 I recently exchanged messages with Elaine Corby (Non-Member) relative to her grandmother,

Mary Elizabeth Plant born 1891.

If any member thinks that they may be connected please contact direct.  Her (Elaine, not her

grandmother) e-mail address is corby-lund@ic24.net.

Her initial message to me was as follows:

You may remember that I wrote to you over two years ago in an effort to find the birth and

family of my grandmother, born Mary Elizabeth Plant in 1891.  You were unable to help me

but, following an unexpected piece of information from a family member I have now managed

to trace my grandmother's birth.

The piece of information was that she was born illegitimately and I have now got her birth

certificate which shows that her mother was Elizabeth Plant, no father is shown, and that she

was born at Wimblebury, Cannock, Staffs. on 15th March 1892 not 1891 as I thought.
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Her mother went on to marry Edward Chidley the following year and they appear in the 1901

census in Bolsover very close to where Mary Elizabeth was living with William and Mary

Plant, who are shown as her parents but were actually her grandparents..

The children of Elizabeth and Edward Chidley are actually half siblings of Mary Elizabeth

and here are shown the brother Edward and sisters Adelaide and Eliza who I knew of but, of

course with the surname Chidley not Plant.  No wonder I couldn't find them!.

As there is no father shown on Mary Elizabeth's birth certificate I have no way of knowing

who her father was and, therefore, will probably not take the Plant research any further, as I

have been tracing families through the male line.  However I wondered if any of this

information tied in with any of your Plant families.  William and Mary were both born in Leek,

Staffs., in 1849 and 1853 respectively and Elizabeth, their daughter, was born in Hednesford,

Staffs in 1874.  All this is according to the 1901 Census.

If you think this might fit in with your research somewhere, please let me know and I will send

copies of all the information I have about them.  Hoping to hear from you soon,

Regards

Elaine Corby

My reply was as follows:

Dear Elaine

Thank you for your last e-mail - I intend to include your message in the next Plant journal to

ascertain if any members of the Plant Family History Group are connected.

Incidentally, the 1881 Census has conflicting information to that stated in your message.

The 1881 Census extract is as follows:

Dwelling        Glover St - Cannock

William Plant     Head     M     31    Coal Miner    born    Burslem, Staffs

Mary Plant        Other    M      27                             born     Wednesfield, Staffs

Elizabeth Plant    "                    7    Scholar                "        Cannock,

Mary Ann Plant  "                    3                                 "            "

Jane Plant                                  10m                             "            "

So why is Mary his wife? shown as other and why are Elizabeth, Mary Ann and Jane also

shown as other - perhaps William and Mary were not married.  What does Elizabeth's birth

certificate say?  The information on the 1901 Census may have been intended to hide the fact

that they were not married.

I look forward to your comments and if necessary I might have to dig deeper.  I feel there is a

mystery here somewhere.

2 During the last six months I have been in correspondence with Giles Colchester

gsc@mydsq.freeserve.co.uk  relative to a connection between a member of the Colchester

family Frances Colchester and Edmund Carter Plant.

Their marriage was solemnised at the Parish Church of St Clement in the County of the City

of Worcester on 30 December 1865.

( The email address of Giles is
   now gscolch@gmail.com )
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Details as follows:

Name Edmund Carter Plant Frances Colchester

Age 23 23

Condition Bachelor Spinster

Profession Teacher of elementary science School Mistress
Residence at Marriage Christ Church Clifton St Clements

Father’s Name William Plant Frederick Maynard

Colchester

Father’s Profession Farmer Taylor & Hatter

The marriage was registered at Worcester, December 1865 Qtr., Vol 6c, page 549.

Edmund Carter Plant’s birth was registered at Kingsclere 3rd Qtr., 1842, Vol. VII, Page 103.

If anybody has connections with this family please contact Giles direct.

3. From Mrs Reed (Member No. 16)

Dear Mr Plant

Several years ago you published an appeal for me in the Journal.

My G.G.Grandfather was base born son of Mary Plant from Tittesworth, he was born in 1797

in Leek (Census) and baptised at Meerbrook, (27.11.97).

However, by the time he married, Elizabeth Delves at Cheddleton in 1829/30 he had become

John CONDLYFFE, I know this by letters and wills.

You published a copy of a removal order of MARY PLANT from Leek back to her parish of

Tittesworth but this was later squashed at Quarter Sessions, no reason given.

Perhaps some later members may know of a connection between Plants from Tittesworth and

Condlyffe’s of Leek, perhaps even the father.  We have evidence it was probably one of the

Condlyffe’s solicitors of Leek but no definite proof, his (John Plant/Condlyffe’s) children were

left considerable legacies in Condlyffe wills, Leek newspaper said money was left to persons

bearing the name of Condlyffe.

Many thanks

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

MEMORIES OF BUXTON AND ADJOINING AREA
By Valerie Hall (Member No. 226)

I am enclosing a couple of sheets of facts I extracted from the transcript of St Peter’s, Fairfield P.R. in

Buxton Library
(1)

.  I wonder if this sort of information is of any use to the society?

In your initial letter you asked if I was aware of the two Plant families in the Burbage area and the

answer is not really.  You see I could never find a connection for Francis to a local Plant.  Buxton in

18
th
 century was a strange place.  The old church, St Ann’s, was connected with Bakewell and

Chelmorton.  Much of Burbage was in Hartington Upper Quarter therefore it is necessary to look in

Earl Sterndale and Hartington P.R.’s.  The new church, St John’s circa 1811?, was built on land on the

edge of, no just in, Fairfield parish.  Fairfield and Fernilee were once part of Hope parish.  Add to

that, that for the colliers working around Burbage, it was perhaps easier to go down the Goyt Valley to

Taxal church that was then in Cheshire.
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I have puzzled a lot over the census extract for 1871.  I think that the Plants maybe lived at Grin/Green

Buxton.  In my youth one family ran a haulage business and garage on the Leek road near Canholes

and in front of a huge lime tip that was said to make the property uninsurable.  In this area at one time,

but perhaps a mile further east, poor people made their homes by digging caves in the lime-tips.

Indeed, my Gt., Grandfather was beaten for playing a game of chicken.  The boys climbed the lime-tips

and sat on the chimney pots which, of course, were hot.  The first to feel the heat and stand up was

‘chicken’ and the house below filled with smoke.  Joseph Renshaw
III

 burnt his trouser seat.  This was

c1840 when he lived at Wyehead.  By 1871 he was living at the bottom of West St., later promoted to

West Rd.

The cottage still stands among Victorian/Edwardian houses, where 7 roads meet and opposite where

the Tonic Baths, a very cold source, were.  I have spent a long time looking for clues of the building

dates of houses on West Road.  Half way down West Road are some very old cottages and this may

have been where Gilbert and John Plant were living in 1871 but the modern numbering would not be

23.  I have tried to work out a building pattern for this area – certainly there were fields remaining in

this area pre:WWI on Green Lane – so maybe their part was here but I think that this area would more

likely be known then as Townend.

The Cromford and High Peak Railway was projected in 1824 and by 1831 was in full working order.  It

was built to connect the canal at Cromford with the Canal at Whaley Bridge and at one point operated

at 1200 ft.  The ‘Fly Trains’ were at first horse drown and the wagons were pulled up the inclines by

stationery steam engines. A horse could draw a ten ton load between inclines.  By 1840’2 steam trains

were employed and by 1850 passenger carriages were allowed at the end of goods trains at the cost of

2d a mile.  The journey from Cromford to Whaley Bridge – 32½ miles – took 5½ hours, much of this

line ran through ‘Plant territory’ i.e., Goyt Valley, Green/Grin Buxton, Paisley towards Hartington.  In

1878 there was a bad crash at Ladmanlow, i.e. Grin  involving two locos (see Railways of the High

Peak by N Jones and JM Bentley).  One of the drivers was William Chapell, a German who must have

married locally because information was supplied to the authors by his Gt. Grandsons, both train

drivers, Dennis Plant of Rowsley and Eric Plant of Buxton.  But all this is 100 years too late for my

search.

1. See section on Snippets.
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1880 UNITED STATES CENSUS

Plants resident in Missouri but born in England
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Chapter 29

Plant origins and centuries of meaning

ORIGINS AND AMENDED OPINIONS FOR THE MEANING OF THE PLANT NAME

R
ecent Y-DNA evidence has prompted a major reassessment of various opinions for the Plant

name’s meaning: a revised belief is ‘offspring’. This can be understood in terms of contem-

porary scholasticism and popular metaphor. The late medieval philosophy of man’s vegetable soul

has been described in earlier Chapters, and there is contemporary evidence of a related Great Chain

Metaphor; taking these together with the Y-DNA evidence, various explanations can be reduced

to a focus: there was a metaphoric grounding of a human family’s surname on the plant powers of

reproduction and growth. The full gamut of usages of the word plant in early English books (c1500)

can be reviewed in this light, adding further insights to the contemporary meaning. In particular, the

‘offshoot’ meaning of Plant can be related to a plant metaphor: generated children with the vertu to

grow straight.

29.1 Various opinions about the Plant name’s meaning

T he recorded history of opinions about the Plant name’s meaning begins with a startling claim – a

royal connection. This nineteenth century opinion was revised variously by others in the twenti-

eth century. Now, in the twenty-first century, recent Y-DNA evidence helps to discriminate between

these opinions, making some seem less likely and modifying the detail of others. It becomes par-

ticularly informative to analyse the evidence that relates to an opined meaning, an ‘illegitimate

offspring’; this will form a theme for this Chapter, which will also consider some of the subtleties

of meaning that were attached to the Plant name in its early history.

29.1.1 Lower’s and Sleigh’s nineteenth century opinion

T he earliest known explanation of the Plant surname was published in 1860, when Mark Athony

Lower1 listed under the entry Plant:

A family in humble circumstanches at Kettering, bear the ancient royal name of Planta-

genet, though now it is commonly corrupted to Plant. See a late number of the “Leicester

Mercury”.

Around the same time, in 1862, John Sleigh2 noted that ‘this name [i.e. Plant] is supposed to be

corrupted from Plantagenet’. It can be seen as a staggering claim to suggest a connection between

Plant and Plantagenet, and this becomes the more so with the Y-DNA evidence, which overturns a

weak version of Lower’s and Sleigh’s claim: that the Plants were assorted servants who adopted an

1Mark Anthony Lower (1860) A Dictionary of Family Names of the United Kingdom, published by John Russell

Smith, London, and G.P.Bacon, Lewes, 1860.
2John Sleigh (1862) A History of the Ancient Parish of Leek, p 33.
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abbreviation of the Plantagenet title. This weak version implies various families of Plants, and this

is overturned by the recent evidence which indicates that the Plants are largely a single male-line

family. The Y-DNA evidence hence diverts attention towards the strong version of Lower’s and

Sleigh’s claim – that Plantegenest, Plant, Plantagenet and Plantt all belong to the same male-line

family.

A more careful consideration of the evidence can be outlined as follows:

The de Warenne male-line descendants of Geoffrey Plante Genest had settled near what

became the principal homeland of the Plants, around Leek in north Staffordshire. It is

known that the royal descendants of Geoffrey included the House of York kings, who used

Plantagenet as a surname. Then, during the Tudor suppression of the Plantagenets, the sur-

name spelling Plantt is found. To this, we can add more of the initial Y-DNA evidence: this

indicates that a Plantt descendant is from the same male-line family as most of those with

the surname Plant. To summarise, there is genealogical evidence for a male-line connection

between Plantegenest (or Plante Genest) and Plantagenet and, separately, there is genetic

evidence of a male-line connection between Plantt and Plant; and Lower’s and Sleigh’s

claim further suggests that there is a connection between these two separate pairs of family

surnames.

A vociferous reaction to the strong version of Lower’s and Sleigh’s claim – that there was male-line

relatedness between Plantagenet and Plant – is typically not assuaged even when it is stressed that

the Plant blazon suggests illegitimate descent.

29.1.2 The implications of the Y-DNA results for Weekly’s various opinions

R
ather less stirringly, in 1916, Ernest Weekly3 opined that the name de la Plaunt meant ‘from

the plantation’, and he also considered that Plaunt was a nickname meaning ‘variously sprig,

cudgel, or young offspring’. We may consider each of these meanings in turn.

For Weekly’s suggestion that de la Plaunt means ‘from the plantation’, it can be noted that

the locations of plantations were widespread, and so also is the early evidence for the Plant name.

Nonetheless, the recent Y-DNA evidence indicates that the Plants belonged largely to a single fam-

ily, which then begs the question ‘Which particular plantation were they all from?’ This opinion

of Weekly’s leaves unansweres questions. An alternative possible interpretation of de la Plaunt

is ‘from a generative shoot (or plante) of an ancestral tree’, which then becomes broadly a recur-

rence of Weekly’s ‘young offspring’ opinion for Plaunt, such that de la Plaunt and Plaunt can be

considered to be variants of the same meaning.

Weekly’s ‘young offspring’ opinion will be discussed further below. It ties in closely with

the opinion that has been developed, in the preceding Chapters, that the initial meaning of the

Plant name was ‘offspring’. To recapitulate briefly, the medieval meaning of plante was ‘shoot’

or ‘offshoot’; this allowed an instance of the ‘People are Plants’ metaphor; the meaning ‘offshoot’

for vegetation can be mapped up the Great Chain of Being to produce a meaning ‘offspring’ for

a person. Unlike others, this interpretation of Plant fits well with the latest available evidence:

documentary; dictionary4 ; and, DNA.

Weekly’s opinions hence include a resilient opinion: ‘offspring’. His suggestions included

‘young offspring’, which is quite closely this opinion, and his suggestion ‘sprig’ is a simple variant,

in that it can be a derogatory term for a young person. Such derogation might be compared with

scion which, along with sprig, is another word for an offshoot of vegetation; like sprig, scion can also

mean a young person though, rather than being derogatory, its typical sense is a young nobleman. It

might be seen as a puritanical view to hold that derogation is more in keeping with an indication of

illegitimacy for Plant, or snobbish to hold that derogation is in keeping with a presumed low class

for the Plants; on the other hand, it could be held to be presumptuous to claim that a meaning ‘scion’

or ‘young nobleman’ is more appropriate.

3Ernest Weekly (1916) Surnames, p 185.
4The Oxford English Dictionary includes the meaning ‘young person’ for plant, though this sense is now rare.
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Weekly’s suggested meaning ‘cudgel’ is a bit different: this suggests one who wields brutal

authority – this sense can be related to the fact that the shoot of a young tree could be used for

beatings.

Aside from brutality and derogation, one of Weekly’s opinions for Plaunt, together with a re-

vision of his opinion for de la Plaunt, more or less coincides with the Y-DNA evidence, producing

sense as an ‘offspring from the ancestral tree’. The name de la Plaunt can be considered in analogy

to a ramification of offshoots from a common root; thus, de la Plaunt can effectively mean ‘from

the Father’, though this leaves a possible question, ‘Which forefather?’. There is now some doubt

that this alluded to God as the heavenly Father, as the Y-DNA evidence suggests that the Plants

were literally the male-line offspring of a single family on earth. Even so, when we consider the

vegetable soul, which the contemporary Saint Thomas Aquinas described as the ‘first principal of

life’, there is a religious aspect to the generation and augmentation of a family’s offspring; this will

be enlarged upon later in this Chapter.

29.1.3 A simple rebuttal of Reaney’s later opinion

I
n 1958, P.H. Reaney5 influentially declared that Plant means a ‘gardener’. Reaney was partic-

ularly interested in the formal classification of surnames, and an occupational surname, such as

‘gardener’, is in a sense attractive: it is a common type of English surname. Even so, it is open to

question why Reaney did not adhere to the Dictionary meaning ‘offspring’ or ‘young person’ for

plant; since, in his foreward, before the ‘occupational’ type, he lists another surname type: ‘names

of relationship’. An example of the latter is a male forename compounded with –son (e.g. John-

son), and ‘offspring’ fits this ‘relationship’ category, at least loosely. Reaney justifies his choice of

‘gardener’ by citing the bynames Plantebene and Planterose; but this is not a balanced account of

the evidence, as he omits to mention the more common byname Plantefolie, which does not fit his

chosen opinion.

It is important to note that Reaney formed his opinion before the initial Y-DNA evidence indi-

cated that the Plants were largely a single family. As already mentioned, the Plant name is quite

widespread; we might hence surmise that Reaney’s logic may have included an idea that the ‘oc-

cupational’ meaning was more fitting for a widespread name than a ‘name of nonspecific family

relationship’. Indeed, Weekly’s ‘young offspring’ opinion had been that Plant was a ‘nickname’

and, since nicknames are rarer than occupational names, Reaney could well have decided that an

‘occupational’ meaning was more likely than a ‘nickname’ such as ‘sprig’. It can be added that such

names as Young, Younger, Child and Children could also be ascribed to a ‘nonspecific relationship’

category. However, a meaning such as ‘baby-face’ has also been suggested for Younger for exam-

ple which, like Weekly’s ‘young offspring’ meaning for Plant, has been allocated to the ‘nickname’

category.

A further consideration of the evidence indicates that the Plants, though widespread, apparently

originated as the offspring of a single family; the meaning hence becomes ‘offspring of some im-

plied (though unspecified) family’. It is hence now clear that Weekly’s ‘young offspring’ opinion

needs amending to an ‘offspring of a single (unspecified) family’, and this fits the evidence better

than Reaney’s idea of ‘widespread gardeners from many different families’. Hence, the amended

‘offspring’ opinion becomes that Plant is a ‘name of implied relationship’; and, since ‘names of

relationship’ is the most common category of British surname, this can now be taken to be the most

likely interpretation of Plant.

29.1.4 The resilient ‘offspring’ opinion and Lower’s controversial claim

T
aking Weekly’s ‘offspring’ opinion a step further, there is a choice of including with it, or setting

aside, further sense from Lower’s and Sleigh’s ‘corruption of Plantagenet’ opinion. There is a

5P.H. Reaney (1958) A Dictionary of British surnames.
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choice of including, or not, a notion that the significance of ‘offspring’ was that Plant alluded to a

‘shoot of descent’ from the pedigree of the famous Geoffrey Plante Genest. In mainstream history,

the Plantagenet surname is held to descend from Geoffrey and, to this, we might add the spelling

Plantt, as a possible abbreviation of Plantagenet. This produces what could be held to be the tidiest

explanation of the current evidence: it succinctly explains the single Plant family with its ‘offspring’

meaning and alternative spelling Plantt. However, it needs to be admonished that this is a substantial

claim, and it is based on flimsy evidence.

Including Lower’s and Sleigh’s opinion to produce a meaning ‘Plantagenet offspring’ can pro-

voke a persisting controversy. Accordingly, the remainder of this Chapter does not necessarily

presume that there was a direct genetic connection between Plante Genest and Plant. Though that

might be called the strong version of a resilient ‘amended offspring opinion’, it remains appropriate

to consider a softer version of this claim, in which the celebrated forefather is not necessarily Plante

Genest but someone whose identity has not (as yet) been adequately established.

29.2 Plantegenest in England – illegitimacy and Plant-like names

N
otwithstanding that we can not simply presume that Plante Genest was the Plant forefather, it

is relevant to describe a background of similar surnames in ‘Plantagenet England’. This pro-

vides a context for the first evidence for the Plant name. In the early twelfth-century, when some

bynames were becoming hereditary amongst the nobility, there is the isolated nickname Plantegen-

est6. Relatively few in England have made the connection back to the isolated name Plantevelu

in ninth-century France, though this may well be indicative of the culture by which the nickname

Plantegenest came about. A new duchy of Aquitaine had been founded in the ninth-century by

Bernard Plantevelu whose name means ‘hairy generative shoot’. In the twelfth-century Geoffrey

Plantegenest (1113-51) was the founder of the Angevin Empire and the father of king Henry II of

England, who married Eleanor of Aquitaine; Aquitaine was known for a tradition of troubadours

and courtly love. Contrary to popular belief, it is not until 1448 that there is evidence that the name

Plantagenet was being used as a royal surname, though a male-line family connection is invariably

made back to the nickname Plantegenest or Plante Genest, which was given to Geoffrey, count of

Anjou.
It is important to distinguish between a culture bringing about Plant-like names and proof that

similar names belonged to a single male-line family. That said, one can imagine some parallels
between various Plant-like names as they developed in England; evidently, the influence came first
from the nobility from France. First there was Plantevelu in France, and then the fame of Plante-
genest spreading in England to influence such names as Planteng’ and Plantyn:

Plantegenest descent – There is extant primary source evidence of the names Planteng’ and Plantyn in con-

nection with the de Warenne male-line descent from Plantegenest in the mid thirteenth-century, in

Norfolk, England.

Plant – Around the same time, not least around de Warenne lands in Norfolk, there is the first evidence for

the name Plant in England, with variant spellings (Plente, Plante, Plauntes), dating back to 1219. The

first precise spelling Plant is in 1301 near Chester, around the times of de Warenne involvement with

the Welsh Wars. By the late fourteenth-century there is evidence that the name Plant (or Plonte) was

hereditary in east Cheshire; the principal Plant homeland then appears to have become east Cheshire

and north Staffordshire, though the name had a much wider early distribution.

Again, we should note that we can not just presume that similar names were passed down

the same male-line family. Certain people before the Norman conquest, and a growing number

afterwards, had a ‘byname’ which was additional to their first name, but these were not hereditary

surnames in the modern sense as they did not pass from father to son7. Such names appear in the

6There is mention of Plante Genest in the poems of the Norman poet Wace (1135-74) and Plantegenest by Jean de

Marmoutier (c1170-75). There is also mention of an unknown Galfrido Plauntegenet in the 1266 Close Rolls.
7Society of Genealogists Information Leaflet No. 7: The relevance of surnames in genealogy.

http://www.sog.org.uk/leaflets/surnames.html
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Domesday Book, but it was not until the early twelfth-century that surnames became hereditary

among the nobility. They spread gradually amongst the ordinary people in the next century, from

town to country and from the south of England to the north. Most people in England did not,

however, have anything approaching an hereditary surname until the end of the fourteenth-century.

29.2.1 Illegitimacy, and Plantyn as a possible diminutive of Plantegenest

I t is often said that diminutives of the father’s name were used to denote illegitimacy – for example,

Hodgkins or Hodgkinson is taken to have the meaning ‘bastard son of Roger’, with Hodge being

a pet name for Roger. Although it is not certain that the fame of the Plantegenest nickname was

sufficient to influence some later diminutive names, it may be relevant that the bynames Planteng’

and Plantyn followed on in proximity to the illegitimate de Warenne descendants of Plantegenest,

shortly after him. It may be supposed that such a name as Hodgkins or Plantyn or Plantagenet did

not originate as the direct formal inheritance of the fathers’ name, but that they were the gaining of a

surname from the reputation of a forefather such as Roger or Plantegenest. This is compatible with

a notion that there could have been an illegitimate descent of Plant-like names from Plantegenest,

though this evidence falls short of proving a male-line genetic connection between Plantagenet and

Plant.

In 1235 the statute of Merton dealt with common lands, inheritance and illegitimacy. Even

when Blackstone8 wrote his commentaries in 1765-1769, he included a remark about surnames and

illegitimacy:

Yet he may gain a firname [surname] by reputation, though he has none by inheritance.

All other children have a settlement in their father’s parish; but a bastard in the parish

where born, for he has no father. ... A bastard may, lastly, be made legitimate, and capable

of inheriting, by the transcendent power of an act of parliament, and not otherwise: as was

done in the case of John of Gant’s bastard children, by a statute of Richard the second.

As well as commenting on how bastards may gain surnames, this refers to the legitimisation in

1397 ‘for all purposes save succession to the crown’ of Gaunt’s Beaufort children; these were born

in 1373 and 1379 of his mistress Catherine Swynford (née Roet). This piece of history involves a

reference to the name Plaint. Catherine Swynford had been a lady in waiting to Blanche who was

the heiress of the earldom of Lancaster, and, in 1386, a John Plaint testified9 to the age of a son,

Sir Thomas Swynford, of Catherine; Gaunt married Catherine as his third wife in 1396. Gaunt’s

first wife, of 1359, had been Blanche of Lancaster from whom he had gained the title, Duke of

Lancaster; Gaunt, who was unpopular at the time of the Peasant’s Revolt, is reknowned because of

his first wife’s child, Henry Bolingbroke, who captured Richard II at Chester in 1399 to become the

first ‘Lancastrian’ king of England.

It is interesting that a John Plaint is mentioned in this connection, but, again, this is inconclusive

for the purposes of ascertaining genetic descent.

29.2.2 A single Plant family, their principle homeland and the spelling Plantt

T he first Y-DNA measurements quickly instigated a minor revolution of understanding for the

Plant surname. This evidence can be restated as follows:

8Sir William Blackstone (1765-9), Commentaries on the laws of England, 4 vols, book I, ch. 16.

http://www.lonang.com/exlibris/blackstone/index.html?bla-214.htm&bla-214fn.htm&../footer.htm
9Callendar of Inquisitions 17 Richard II 432 and 18 Richard II 576.
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Surnames are typically supposed to have multiple genetic origins, especially if they have

a widespread geographical distribution, and this is being confirmed for many surnames by

the recent Y-DNA evidence. An exception to this general rule, however, is that the DNA

evidence is suggesting that the Plant surname had a single paternal-line origin, despite

its widespread early distribution. It seems appropriate to include the spelling Plantt with

Plant, since a Y-DNA match has been found between a Plantt male-line descendant (now

called Plant) and the most common Plant Y-DNA signature.

It is tempting to imagine that this may be evidence of widely distributed bastards, called Plant and

Plantt, all descended down one or another male line from the famous forefather Geoffrey Plante-

genest. However, it is not clear how far back one should go to identify the origins of a single family

with the hereditary Plant surname. The Y-DNA evidence for a single Plant family can not be applied

back to before when the surname was hereditary. It is possible that those with the first Plant-like

bynames, in the thirteenth-century, may not have been the forefathers of the current Plant family

(i.e. of those Plants who have the Y-DNA signature of the main matching group of Plants). On the

other hand, it seems relatively safe to presume that the Plant family dates from as early as 1400 in

east Cheshire, and possibly earlier. As already noted, the Plantagenet surname was in use by 1448,

some 300 years after Geoffrey Plantegenest, though this was suppressed following the Tudor acces-

sion in 1485. In sixteenth-century Tudor times, the particular spelling Plantt, which might be an

abbreviation, is found in Cheshire, Lincolnshire, Leicestershire, Worcestershire and Oxfordshire.

Traditional genealogical evidence maintains that the de Warennes, the Lancastrians and the royal

House of York all descended down male lines from a famous forefather Geoffrey Plantegenest.

Around those late medieval times the Canon Law of the Pope also carried authority. Even so, fol-

lowing a feud with the Lancastrians from around 1320, the last Warren earl of Surrey had failed

to legitimise his own children and most Warren lands had passed by around 1350 to the Lancas-

trians or their ally Arundel. Around thopse times, an illegitimate Warren descent settled in east

Cheshire, coinciding with early evidence there for the Plant surname. The roughly simultaneous

appearance of both this descent and the Plants here may be no more than a coincidence, though

there is some flimsy evidence of an earlier connection between the Plants and dispossessed Warren

lands in north Norfolk. Though there is no conclusive evidence that the Plants were noble bastards,

it is more certain that the ‘Warrens’ of Poynton were. Cheshire and nearby regions in Staffordshire

and Shropshire may have offered a measure of sanctuary to some of the so-called Plantagenet’s

bastards: the palatine of Chester had a tradition for making its own laws under the heir to the throne

– the earl of Chester and Prince of Wales.

There is no known genealogical evidence of a connection between the names Plantt and Plan-

tagenet, though it has long been supposed10 that Plant may be corrupted from Plantegenest or Plan-

tagenet. To seek further clarification, we might look to the prospect of further results from the

ongoing Y-DNA investigations, though, so far, the prospect of obtaining a well accredited Y-DNA

signature for the Plantagenets has remained elusive; it is this that stands in the way of making a ge-

netic comparison between Plantagenet and Plantt (and hence between Plantegenest and Plant). we

have not yet reached the point when we can cite Y-DNA evidence to confirm, or deny, the male-line

relatedness of Plants and Plantagenets.

29.2.3 Acceptability of the ‘offspring’ opinion for Plant

A
modesty to the Plant name is implied by the Great Chain of Being, common to most cultures, in

which humans are placed above animals which are placed above plants. In the extended Great

Chain of late medieval England, God was placed above man such that only a noble might be regarded

10John Sleigh (1862) A History of the Ancient Parish of Leek, p33 notes ‘This name [Plant] is supposed to be corrupted

from Plantagenet’.
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as a ‘generative shoot of the realm’. Though probably wrong11 , the ‘gardener’ proposal12 has more

pragmatic appeal: a pleasant and modest vision of a ‘gardener’ is straightforward in contrast to an

‘illegitimate offspring of a medieval alpha-male’; the latter sense for Plant can raise problems of

both politeness and modesty, though simply stating ‘offspring’ can evade these problems.

Passivity beneath God is generally considered to have been a feature of late medieval times; to

counter possible objections to too grand a presumption for Plant, it can be noted that some modesty

is implicit in a passive meaning ‘offspring’ for Plant. A meaning ‘offspring’ for Plant implies a

passive role beneath the Father; and, on a more earthly plane, it may be noted that the first ele-

ment of a recorded Plant blazon (a label) denotes cadetship to a more senior figure of the family.

More precisely, this is a label in bend which indicates illegitimate cadetship. Blazons are generally

awarded to individuals, and it is not clear to which branches of the single Plant/Plantt family such

an illegitimate cadetship applied.

It may just be a coincidence, attributable to the common contemporary culture, that there were

two ontological plant metaphors for Plant-like names. First, there was Plantegenest, meaning ‘sprig

of broom’, which is an instance of a ‘hairy generative shoot’ (cf. the earlier Aquitainian name

Plantevelu): Plantegenest may allude to powers of generating a realm. Secondly, there is Plant

with the archaic English (and modern Welsh) meaning ‘generated offspring’. It can not, of course,

simply be presumed that these generated offspring (the Plants) were necessarily the offspring of a

generator of the realm (Plantegenest). To reiterate my current opinion, there seems to be a sense

for Plant as an ‘offspring’, with some connotations of ‘illegitimate offspring’; but, this does not tell

us whose offspring. The spelling Plantt can be used to point to Plantagenet, but there is (as yet) a

paucity of evidence to support a fancy that Plantegenest was the genetic forefather of Plant as well

as of Plantagenet.

29.3 Meaning, and usage of the word plant in Early English Books

I
n previous Chapters, a discussion has been developed of thirteenth- and fourteenth-century liter-

ature, which coincides with the first evidence for the Plant name. For example, it has been noted

that both the meaning ‘shoot for propagation’ of the Latin word planta and the meaning ‘shoot’

of the Old English word plante were conducive to the formation of an image metaphor of man’s

generative powers. Plants were also a model for the emergence of life from mother earth’s lap.

This produced a strong association with fertility and generation, and the writings of the thirteenth-

century scholastics focussed on the generative, augmentative, and nutritive powers of the vegetable

soul. Moreover, contemporary Green Man Head carvings show a plant issuing from the orifices of

a man’s head, illustrating man’s vegetable soul as a vertuous plant within him. Fourteenth-century

Middle English literature refers to the creative ‘planted Word of God’, to the ‘planted grace of noble

lineage’, and to ‘planted vertue’. Later, by around 1500, there is fuller evidence for the mean-

ing of the Plant family’s name, and the corresponding meaning may relate back as far as earlier

‘Plantegenest times’.

By around 1500, the OED makes it clear, there was sense to plant13 as a ‘young person springing

11There is some tradition for comparing Plant with other similar names, though such a comparison is not essential. The

Plant name may be compared with ‘shoot’ or ‘offshoot’ or ‘offspring’ meanings for other Plant-like names. The byname

Plantefolie literally means ‘wickedness shoot’; this common thirteenth-century English byname suggests illegitimacy,

with a metaphoric grounding of the figurative meaning ‘bastard offspring’ on ‘wickedness offshoot’. Rather similarly, the

rare byname Plantebene may have meant ‘hallowed offshoot’ or ‘planted seed’ and hence, figuratively, ‘pleasant child’;

Planterose might have meant ‘risen shoot’ and hence figuratively ‘matured child’. Rather differently, however, just the

selected thirteenth-century bynames Plantebene (rare) and Planterose (mainly French) have had their chosen ‘gardener’

sense transferred to the less specific name Plant. The ‘gardener’ argument was already a dubious approach to the meaning

of Plant, when the documented name evidence was considered more fully. It has become still less sustainable: as already

stated, the meaning ‘gardener’ was proposed when the Plant surname was thought to be multi-origin, but the initial Y

DNA findings indicate that this surname belonged to a single family.
12P.H.Reaney (1968) Dictionary of British Surnames.
13This is listed as the noun

1 1(c) sense of plant.
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up’; the OED cites for example as evidence:

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems lxxxvii, 30. Grete God ws graunt that we have long desirit, A

plaunt to spring of thi successioun.

It seems clear that plaunt here refers to a child in the image of God. A fuller search of the literature

is appropriate, however, since the OED does not indicate how prevalent a particular sense was at

a given time; this results partly from the OED’s policy of avoiding ‘repetitious examples’14. By

around 1500, William Caxton’s printing press was producing a growing number of books and the

typefaces used, though archaic, make computer processing of the texts a convenient possibility. An

associated EEBO15 database is currently growing in size; a search through it for occurrences of the

word plant (or plante) in Early English Books, between 1473 and 1550, has provided a fuller insight

into how the word plant was being used around 1500.

In Early English books, there are relatively few literal references to a vegetable plant and these

should be interpreted prototypically as a planting (i.e. planted bed) of herbs, or as the young shoot

of a tree; rather than as a fully grown plant as we now more typically understand it. On the other

hand, as will be evidenced further below, there are several references to plant as a metaphor for

reproduction (generation), or as a creative shoot of the realm; or as a metaphor of growing (aug-

mentation), or of planting virtues into the hearts and minds of men. The following subsections give

a fuller insight into how the word plant was being used in the early times of the Plant surname.

29.3.1 Plant as a metaphor for the generation of children

T he ‘offspring’ sense of Plant can be associated, at its most basic level, with a priapic image of a

‘shoot’. It is hence relevant to note that the male generative power is associated in the literature

with a planted vine, and that there is also reference to planting children.

The works of Jacobus de Cessolis, fl. 1288-132216 , describe Noah’s planting of the vine and the
emergence of man’s power of generation..

And so dyde noe which was the first that planted the vygne after y
e deluge and flood ...

And when he had dronken of the fruyt of this vygne / hit was so good and mighty that he

becam so dronke / that he dispoylled hym in such wise y
t his pryuy members might be seen

Geoffrey Chaucer, d 140017, wrote of the heirs of the first father, and implored us to plant the root of
youth in such a way that, in strength and vertue, our growing is always like a goodness (i.e. virtue)..

But to the first fader in mageste

That makes hem eyres ...

Plante the rote of youghthe / in suche awyse

That in vertue / your growyng be alway

Loke ay godenes

Richard Tavener translated into English the works of Desiderius Erasmus, d 153618, writing that the
immortality (as it were) of renewed life in children and nephews is like a plante (i.e. shoot, slip, or
cutting) springing up afresh..

14Henry Bradley wrote in 1884 a review of Part I of James Murray’s New English Dictionary (later known as the

Oxford English Dictionary) and included that Murray had been much more sensible in his relatively economical use of

quotations – he had been wise not to pile on simply repetitious examples, as Littré had done (in his French Dictionary).

Simon Winchester (2003) The Meaning of Everything: the story of the Oxford English Dictionary, p154.
15Early English Books Online http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home
16Jacobus de Cessolis, fl. 1288-1322. [T]o the right noble, right excellent [and] vertuous prince George duc of

Clarence Erle of warwyk and salisburye ...
17Geoffrey Chaucer, d 1400, The lyf so short the craft so lo[n]ge to lerne.
18Desiderius Erasmus, d 1536, A ryght frutefull epystle, deuysed by the most excellent clerke Erasmns (sic), in laude

and prayse of matrymony, translated in to Englyshe, by Rycherd Tauernour, which translation he hath dedicate to the

ryght honorable Mayster Thomas Cromwel most worthy counseloure to our souerayne lorde kyng Henry the eyght.
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By this polecye nature hath prouided that in our chylderne & neuewes we may be re-

newed & florysh fresh agayne. ... But by this only waye the prouydence of nature assayethe

(as it were) a certain immortalite, whyll she thus maketh one thynge to yssue out of an other

(lyke as a yonge plante which is cut of, from y
e tree spingeth freshly vp)

Theodor Basil, who translated into English the works of Heinrich Bullinger, 1504-7519, referred to
the fruit of planting in marriage, counseling care for one’s spouse’s welfare when planting children
and imploring us to take care of the power of growing things; and he went on to stress the importance
of the timely planting of strength or vertue in children to avoid never having an apt harvest..

... whose harte & lust, is set with hys mariage to please God, and to plante & bring forth

profitable frute vnto men ... Muche more shuldest thou haue respect to the condicions of thy

spouse, oute of whom thou desyrest to plant chyldren, the frute of honeste and welfare. And lyke

as plantynge and carefulness hat great power in al growyng thinges: so hath it greater vertue

and strength and better frute in the diligent byngynge vp of children. ... And begynne tymers

to plante vertue in thy chyldrennes brestes: for late sowynge bryngethe a late or neuer an apte

haruest.

29.3.2 Planting a people, a realm with concord, or a name

A
notion of planting children also extended to planting a people or a realm and, moreover, a

lasting name. An English translation of Erasmus Desiderius, d 153620, refers to building and

planting a people and realm:

I wyl speke of the people & realme / that I may edifice it / and that I may plant it.

Edward Hall, d 154721, uses a plant as a metaphor for a dynasty or a people; and, as well as describ-

ing how to weaken the plant of Scotland, he writes of the regal planting, in heart and mind, of the

grain of concord and unity:

quod the Duke of Excester, vncle to the Kyng [Henry V] ... If you will destroy a plante,

plucke awaie his sap which is his norisshyng and life. ... Plucke away Fraunce and neuer

looke that Scotlande will resist or withstande your power. ... and plant if it might be, in his

hart and minde, the very goodly and gracious greyne of concord and vnitie

Thomas Nicholls, in his prologue to Thucydides22, wrote of those who covet fame by going about

planting their name so that it shouldn’t suffer the injury of being forgotten:

that whylest they desyred and couerted fame and learning, and went about to plante and

establish theyr name to be continued from the iniurye of forgettynge:

29.3.3 Plants as a metaphor for growing

A
s well as the generation of new life, plants were associated with growth during young life; and,

beyond, with the ascension of prayers up to heaven. John Rastell, d 153623, wrote of the vege-

tative soul as the life of growing things; and, hence, of plants as the basis of life and of the growing

powers in man:

19Heinrich Bullinger, 1504-75, The golde[n] boke of christen matrimonye moost necessary [and] prifitable for all

the[m], that entend to liue quietly and godlye in Christen state of holy wedlock newly set forthe in English by Theodore

Basille.
20Erasmus Desiderius, d 1536, De immensa dei misercordia. Translated out of Latine into Englisshe, at the request of

the moste honourable and vertuous lady, the ladt Margaret countese of Salisbury. 1526.
21Edward Hall, d 1547, The vnion of the two noble and illustre famelies of Lancastre [and] Yorke, beeing long in

continual discension for the croune of this noble realme ...
22Prologue to Thucydides. The history writtone by Thucydides of the warre ... translated oute of Frenche into the

English language by Thomas Nicholls citezeine and goldesmyth of London.
23John Rastell, d 1536, A new boke of pergatory.
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A soule vegetatyue is that lyfe that is in a plante / tre gras / herbe / or frute whych do

grow. ... And because man hathe growyng as plantes & herbs haue / he is therefore called

lyfelv

Sir Thomas Eliot, 1490?-154624 , when translating Plutarch, wrote of planting good examples in

children that they may grow straight without animal vice:

so good and perfecte maysters plant in children conuenable and good aduertisementes

and preceptes, wherby the young spryng of vertuous maners shall growe streyghte, and be

out of daungerous and beastly vice

Thomas Brecon, 1512-6725 , wrote of plants (cf. plaints) as the growing of prayers up to heaven to

set a good soul in ascension with the Lord:

For the fountaines of water do make gardyns so fertyle, and fruytfull, as the fountaynes

of tears wateringe the plante of prayer, make it to exercyse & growe vp vnto a bery great

heyght, & sette hym y
e prayeth before the LORD.

29.3.4 Various references to the planting of vertu (i.e. strength)

T he plant metaphor was also associated with the good husbandry of replanting sin with faith, so

that infants could grow straight; and so could adults also since, through the Lord’s suffering,

they could grow and increase their virtuous strength.

John Bale, 1495-1563, wrote of rooting out the plant of sin26 and planting faith and fervent zeal

in the heart27:

the plante of sinn[...] shall be roted out in the proude Sinagoge of the wycked. ... the

faythe and feruent zele of the prophetes and Vpostles shall they plant in their hartes,

I.B. (presumably John Bale)28 also wrote of baptism as trusting that God would plant living faith

in the hearts of infants that may cause them to confess his name when they received an intellective

component to the soul:

But if they do it of fayth trusting that God shal plant in the hertes of the infantes that

lyuynge fayth that may cause them to confess his name when they shal receyue the vse of

reason:

John Purvey, 1353?-1428?29 , following Wycliffe’s translation of the Bible, wrote of rooting out sins

and building virtues, and planting good works and customs:

that thou drawe vp by the rote and bylde and plante. That is thou drawe out olde synnis,

and dystry circumstauncis either causis of thou: and bylde vertuis & plant good wervkis

and customis

Otto Werdmüller, 1511-5230 , wrote of God’s planting of a mind in men and planting vertues:

24Plutarch. The education or bringinge vp of children, translated oute of Plutarche by syr Thomas Eliot knyght 1490?-

1546.
25A newe pathway vnto praier ful of much godly grute and christe[n] knowledge, lately made by Theodore Basille ...
26John Bale, 1495-1563, The image of both churches after reulacion of saynt Johan the euangelyst.
27Excerpt from John Bale in Anne Askew, 1521-46, The first examinacyon of Anne Askew lately martyred in Smyth-

felde, by Romysh popes vpholders, with elucydacyon of Iohan Bale,
28I.B., fl. 1547, A bryefe and plaine declaration of certayne sente[n]ces in this little boke folowing to satisfie the

consciences of them that haue iudged me thereby to be a fauourer an the Anabaptistes.
29John Purvey 1353?-1428?, The true copye of a prolog wrytten anout two C. yeres paste by Iohn Wycklife ... the

original whereof is founde written in an olde English Bible ...
30Otto Werdmüller, 1511-52, A spyrytuall and moost precyouse pearle Teaching all men to loue and imbrace the crosse,

...
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He is onelye alone suffycyent ... to plante and grafte suche a mynde in vs, ... The crosse

and trybulacion do banysh and dryue away the former synnys and resyste those that are to

come hereafter and help to plante, exercyse and increase all manner of vertues

29.4 Synthesizing a fuller context for the early meaning of Plant

T he word ‘offspring’ forms a well justified basis for understanding the early meaning of Plant.

The word was associated with generation and growth, though it seems that this was placed in

the context of the heavenly Father of creation. The Plant family embodied both the wickedness and

virtues of human generation. The name Plantefolie evidently means an ‘offshoot of wickedness’, in

keeping with the illegitimacy implied by the Plant blazon, though there is also repeated reference in

the literature to planting heavenly strengths, or vertues. These two contrasting aspects, of vice and

virtue, can be compared with an enigmatic heart of western Christian culture: man was born of sin

but aspires to immortality by accepting an infusion of God’s virtues.
The generation aspect of the word plante can be expalined in a way that is in keeping with

the Politeness Maxim (the so-called Pollyanna Principle) of pragmatics; or, alternatively, there is
a less polite explanation. The polite explanation is that ‘offshoot’ evokes the figurative meaning
of a ‘human offspring’ through a simple mapping of ‘offshoot’ up the Great Chain of Being to a
human ‘offspring’ – this is a straightforward instance of a common ‘People are Plants’ metaphor, as
is found throughout history, such that we might say for example the the Israelites were the seed of
Abraham. However, there is also a less polite explanation:

Plant can be regarded, also, as evoking the generative powers of a man. As described

more fully in an earlier Chapter, the archaic Old English meaning ‘shoot’, of plante, maps

as an image metaphor on to a man’s generative member and then, by metonymy, this stands

for a whole man with the powers of generation and augmentation (growth).

This rather less polite explanation can be balanced with late medieval, scholastic beliefs. By those
times it is clear that, as well as the powers of growth and generation, plants (shoots) were associ-
ated with a more virtuous sense of augmentation. The name Plant can imply a vegetable soul or
power within a person: the name can hence mean, by metonymy, a young inheritor of the power
of growth, nurtured by vertuous doctrine – indeed, Henry Bradshaw (died 1513)31 wrote of such a
plant growing inside Princess Ermenylde; this may be associated with a growing foetus:

... vertuous doctryne

In her so dyd water a pure perfyte plante,

Which dayly encreased by sufferaunce devyne,

Merveylously growynge in her fresshe an varnaunt,

In 1916, Ernest Weekly proposed that Plant could mean a ‘young offspring’, though only in

the sense of a nickname such as ‘sprig’. Notwithstanding Weekly’s derogatory sense ‘sprig’, which

would tally with some indication of illegitimacy for the Plants, ‘offspring’ seems to be as good as

can be ascertained for the meaning of Plant, as there are arguments either way towards wickedness

or virtue; or, in other words towards more nearly a ‘sprig’ or ‘scion’ sense to the meaning of Plant.

The Y-DNA evidence indicates that, rather than having a nickname, the Plants were literally

male-line offspring of a single forefather. There is not sufficient evidence to insist that this forefather

was Plantegenest, though that would provide a simple, tidy explanation. Lower’s and Sleigh’s

Plantagenet claim tends to provoke strong reactions. Suggesting that the Plants were the produce of

the royal brothels, for example, mollifies charges of too much fanciful grandeur, but this still leaves

a charge of prurience which is sometimes lodged by those who prefer a more puritanical view of

the royalty. In meeting prudery, one might go so far as to intrude with the facts that chastity is not

always in keeping with the medieval evidence: illegitimacy is repeatedly in evidence in medieval

times. For example, Ralph de Brock, who was instrumental is Saint Thomas Becket’s murder, was

31Henry Bradshaw d 1513, The Life of Saint Werburge of Chester, ll 603-7.
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the keeper of the royal brothel during Henry II’s reign; also, the lechery of Henry’s youngest son

John was legendary. Though it is feasible that Plante Genest was the forefather of the Plants, there

were of course many others who could have been that forefather. This does not mean that talk of

Plantegenest (the forefather of the English royalty when the Plant name was forming) is irrelevant,

since, beneath God, only Plantegenest’s royal descendants might be considered to be sufficiently

elevated to be the true planters of the English realm. Culturally, in the extended Great Chain of

Being, God can be placed above the Plantegenest forefather, who can be placed above the Plants,

who in turn can be placed above plante or planta in the sense of a shoot of vegetation. That said,

and apart from a contention that Plantt might be an abbreviation of Plantagenet, there is as yet little

to offer as proof that the Plants were, in cadetship to the royalty, amongst the genetic descendants

of Plantegenest.

The Plants were ‘offspring’. This was more literal to a single family on earth than a more generic

meaning, God’s children, as we all are. Nonetheless, it remains relevant to consider a context of

medieval religion: the Pearl poet of the fourteenth century Plant homeland described virgin birth

with, ‘And there was rose reflayr where rotz hatz ben euer’. Synthesizing this metaphor further,

a Plant was a small shoot, with its roots in rot, growing with vertu to an elevated rose flower.

The Plant blazon denotes illegitimate cadetship, with a red rose appended: man fallen, seeking re-

ascension with Lancastrian vigour. This might be seen as the lot, around 1400, of the illegitimate

de Warenne descendants of Plantegenest following their failed feud with the Lancastrians. This

forms a fitting context to the evidence; but, as needs still to be stressed, there is no direct evidence

of a genetic connection between Plant and Plantegenest. Less contentiously, we may note that the

context is such that we can presume a cultural influence on the Plant name that was shared with the

Plantagenets: there was a noble hierarchy in a religious age that may have influenced the name of

a widespread Plant family. In the prevailing culture, in times before modern science, it was God’s

generation of the plants, through his handservant Nature, that explained the creation of a family’s

offspring; and Plant was a fitting name.
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SAMUEL CORNELL PLANT

Most  rivers  in  the  world  have  at  least  one  man  whose  name  is  synonymous  with  the  exploration  or

development of the river.  However, the Yangtze River in China is short of heroes.

There have been a scattering of men and women associated with the river such as Thomas Blakiston

who was one of the first to go through the Gorges in the 1850’s, followed fifteen years later by William

Gill who travelled along the headwaters of the river.  There was Archibald Little, who pioneered steam
navigation and the redoubtable, Isabella Bird, whose voyages through the Gorges are referred to even

now as the definitive description of travel in this area.

Yet for all  their exploits in this area they do not rank and are not remembered as the likes of Speke,

Livingstone and Burton are.

But there is one man who can be considered a true Yangtze hero, a man who devoted the greater part of

his life to the river.

That  man was  Samuel  Cornell  Plant,  who was  born  on  the  8th August 1866 at Framlington, Suffolk,

England, the eldest son of Samuel and Harriet Plant (nee Bennett).  Samuel, the elder was at the time of

Samuel Cornell’s birth, a Captain in the Merchant Service, born 1829 at Thornham, Suffolk.  Harriet
had been born 1835 at Batterdale, Suffolk.  The marriage of Samuel to Harriet was registered in

December 1859 at Hoxne Register Office, Vol. 4a, page 1179.

Samuel Cornell Plant’s birth certificate

At  the  time  of  the  1881  Census,  Samuel  (the  elder)  was  Master  of  the  Vessel Reigate No. 45063

registered in the Port of London as an Iron Ship, tonnage 1043 and involved in the East Indian Trade.

The schedule for the 1881 Census was delivered to Samuel on 26th March 1881 at Victoria Dock,

Dundee, Scotland and completed when the vessel had docked at Middlesbrough in Yorkshire.  The full

entry for this census was as follows:
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1881 British Census

Vessel: “Reigate”

Census Place: Middlesbrough, York, England

Source: FHL Film 1342168 PRO Ref RG11   Piece 4849   Folio 86  Page 29

Marr Age Sex Birthplace

Samuel PLANT M 52 M Thornham, Suffolk, England

Occ: Master

George Lee RITCHIES U 34 M Aberdeenshire Moer Mocky, Scotland

Occ: 1
st
 Mate

Edward CULBERT U 22 M Arbroath Forfarshire, Scotland

Occ: 2
nd

 Officer

Herman OLAFSON M 25 M Uinav, Sweden

Occ:      Carpenter

Samuel CAMERON M 46 M Gainesboro’, Lincoln, England

Occ:      Cook & Steward

David ROBERTSON U 19 M Dundee Forfarshire, Scotland

Occ:    Stewards Assistant

Charles HAMSTEAD M 50 M Cork, Ireland

Occ:  Ship Keeper (…)

Harriett PLANT M 46 F Batterdale, Suffolk, England

Occ:  Masters Wife Passenger

Samuel Cornele PLANT U 14 M Framlingham, Suffolk, England

Occ:  Masters Son Passenger

Charles Henry PLANT U 10 M Framlingham, Suffolk, England

Occ:  Masters Son Passenger

No reference to Samuel Cornell Plant could be found in the 1901 Census, although his brother, Charles,

age 30, was living in Tottenham, Middlesex as a Clerk for a Glass Importer.

Samuel Cornell began his oversees career in Mesopotamia as a ship’s captain, navigating the Tigris and

Euphrates rivers.  However, his life changed following a chance encounter in London while home on

leave.

Whilst attending a dinner at the Oriental Club he met Archibald Little who was explaining to a group of

shipbuilders and marine architects his frustrated attempts to steam up the Three Gorges.  Samuel

Cornell expressed his interest and Archibald Little offered the thirty year old the command of a ship to

carry out a major assault on the Gorges’ rapids.  Samuel Cornell Plant accepted and his connection with

the Yangtze river began.

The river authorities had for a long time assumed it would be impossible for powered navigation
through the whirl-pools and rapids.  Their opinion was that only junks could travel between Yichang

and Changquing, the boats having to be hauled up by hundreds of human trackers.  Steam vessels with

their deeper draft were forced to navigate in the more dangerous centre section of the river where it was

said they would immediately be overwhelmed.

It was in this environment that Archibald Little and Samuel Cornell Plant plotted their attack on the

Yangtze.  From his earlier experiences Little had knowledge of the problems that could be expected.

Plant at that time had no idea of the problems to be overcome and looked upon the problem with an

open mind.

In June 1900 Cornell Plant arrived in China to study the rapids of the Gorges and Archibald Little

provided a brand-new ship, an iron paddle steamer built by Denny’s shipyard in Dumbarton, Scotland.
Under the captaincy of Cornell Plant she made the journey to Changquing in seven days.  When she
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arrived in Changquing, Captain Plant was able to announce that she had made the entire trip without

the use of trackers.  The age of the steam had finally arrived at the Gorges.

Captain Plant then turned his full attention to the river to the river and more specifically, the rapids.
The river was his life – he wrote, “The farther one travels along this mighty water highway of China,

the more strangely fascinating it becomes”.  He built a houseboat so that he could live alongside the

river and designed a steamer which he had built in England.  This steamer eventually ran a regular

service through Three Gorges carrying, in addition to passengers, freight aboard lighters lashed to its

sides.

His reputation grew and he was appointed by the Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs Service as

Senior River Inspector, Upper Yangtze.  He produced and eighty-page book entitled ‘A Handbook for

the Guidance of Shipmasters on the Ichang-Chungking section of the Yangtze River’.

During the first twenty-one years of the 19th Century he examined every twist and turn of the river –

every rock, every rapid and whirlpool was named and recorded.  He was a one-man survey and the
maps her produced are still used by pilot guides on the river.  A system of signal stations that he

developed is still in operation.  Small white houses stand perched on the cliffs each with a flagpole and

halyards from which a lookout raises and lowers large illuminated arrows to advise approaching vessels

if the way ahead is clear or if the channel is occupied by a vessel coming in the opposite direction.

As a result, Cornell Plant became the foremost authority on the Yangtze – the locals called him Pu Lan

Tian.  When he retired in 1919 the Imperial Maritime Customs and the Chinese government, out of

gratitude built him and his wife a bungalow at the village of Xintan overlooking the so-called New

Rapid at the mouth of the Xiling Gorge.

In his retirement Cornell Plant would watch the river.  It is said that a tradition arose that once safely
through the rapid, the captain of each ship would sound his siren in salute to the man whose charts had

guided him through the rapids.  Cornell would reply by waving a white handkerchief at the passing

vessel.

In 1921 the Plants decided to go home to England for a short while due to the uncertainty of the

political climate in China and outbreaks of violence and destruction.  After making their way to Hong

Kong they boarded an ocean-going ship, SS Teirestas, heading for England.  However, Cornell Plant

caught pneumonia on board and died at sea aged 54.  His wife died a month later.  They were buried in

Hong Kong’s Happy Valley cemetery.

In 1922 a memorial to Samuel Cornell Plant was erected in Xintan village.  It stood at the extreme end

of the village where the Dragon Horse Stream made its way into the Yangtze.  The memorial was in the
form of an obelisk 30 feet high made of blocks of pink granite on a brown sandstone base.

The British Consulate in Yichang wrote the inscription on the memorial, it said that “Plant was an

Englishman born in a place called Fram-ling-gam and that he worked for the Chinese Customs Service
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during the Qing Dynasty.  The first steamboat going up the Yangtze Gorges, the driver of it  is Plant.

He was born in the Qing dynasty, in the fifth year of the reign of the Emperor Dong Zhi.  During the

Nationalist government’s time, in the springtime, he went back home, on January 19th he died on his

way home.  His old friends thanked him for all his hard work, and they proudly call him the Father of

the Upper River”.

Xintan was a small village with a tiny coal mine in the hills above the village and a tung-oil plantation.

It was dirty, smoky and sulphurous and banks of wet coal dust were everywhere.  A multitude of pigs

ran through puddles of sewage that stank in the rutted roadway.  A far cry from the fields of Norfolk,

where Cornell had been born.

A large landslide occurred in 1984, half of the mountain came down causing many deaths and half of

the village was swept into the river.

Nothing is now left of the original area.  Situated on the site is the world’s largest hydro-electric plant –

the Three Gorges Dam.  In an article in The Observer of 4th July 2004, Jonathan Watts describes the

area thus:

‘It looks like the set of a Spielberg science fiction epic.  At night, miles and miles of vast,

silent darkness suddenly give way to the glare of hundreds of spotlights, the frenetic activity

of cranes and tractors and the roar of millions of tonnes of water thundering out from

turbines the size of cliff faces.

This is supposed to satisfy a tenth of the nations power needs – one of the main justifications

for the scheme that was pushed ahead despite concerns for the river environment and the

welfare of hundreds of thousands of people who were forced to move before their homes

disappeared under the water.’

Even before the building of the dam, the Plant memorial had been desecrated.  In 1968 the Chinese ‘Red
Guards’ had paid a visit.  They tried to blow it up but couldn’t so they did the next best thing, with iron

tools they broke out every letter, every character until the only words still legible were ‘Plant

Memorial’.

So time changes and for one fleeting moment in Chinese history, an Englishman named Plant made a

telling contribution on the evolution of China as a nation.  I wonder whether, in the 1920’s, when he had

retired  and  was  watching  the  boats  make  their  way  up  through  the  Gorges,  he  realised  what  major

events were about to unfold.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



How DNA helps in studying surnames, and the Plant project

- by Dr John S Plant (member no. 52) December 2004

DNA testing has helped us to make rapid progress. The first results quickly indicated that Plant was a single

family name; and this has overturned many of the pre-existing theories about the name’s origins, leaving

a clearer view of the name’s probable meaning. It is fair to say that Y-DNA testing has produced more

interesting results for the Plants more quickly than is usual.
First and foremost, it should be stressed that the Plant Family History Group is interested in genealogy.

There are many books about Family History and genealogical techniques1. However, the same cannot be
said about applying DNA techniques to Family History studies. Reliable information about DNA testing
can be hard to find, not only because some of those who have a commercial interest in it can sometimes be
economical with the truth, but also because it is quite new and relatively little has yet been written2. It seems
relevant to introduce some background, such as how DNA testing can be set in the context of other ways of
studying our past. I shall also mention some recent surname projects, describe the latest results for Plant,
comment on the prospects for studying the DNA of the Plantagenets, and explain some DNA science to help
you understand surname studies better. For example, we need to understand the role of the Y-chromosome:

Family Historians can make use of the fact that DNA code is passed down from one generation to the

next. Much of this code is ‘junk’, and it has no implications for our health. The full code – our ‘genome’ - is

mostly in the chromosomes, which are in the nucleus of each of our bodies’ cells. One of the chromosomes

– the Y-chromosome – carries code from father to son, and this is useful in both genealogical testing and

surname studies. Some of the genome is in the mitochondria which are passed down from mother to child;

and this also can be useful in genealogical testing, though mt-DNA studies are not discussed here.

How family historians become interested in DNA testing

When people start to study their family history, they normally begin with times just before their own. Their

fascination then progresses back to earlier times. For many people, the study of their genealogical lines can

become impossible upon reaching back more than a couple of hundred years, but studying a surname can

take one back several hundred years more.

It becomes relevant to note that Y-DNA testing can be useful for making comparisons between males with

the same surname. By gaining an understanding of which branches of a family are related, we can focus on a

subset rather than everyone with the same surname. This adds another dimension to Family History studies,

which have traditionally been carried out using just genealogical and conventional onomastic (name study)

techniques.

There is of course little point to seeking unknowable answers, and we should not expect Y-DNA studies to

provide the same sort of details such as marriage dates, which we can read off from the genealogical records.

On the other hand, once we become interested in surname studies using DNA techniques, we may also start

to develop an interest in other aspects of the DNA code, and this can ultimately extend our ancestral interests

back even to billions of years (Table 1).

The following introduces some technical terms which are found in modern surname studies. Being faced

with all these terms at once, as below, may seem formidable; but I shall then go on to explain them gradually

throughout the first part of this article.

Surname studies involve DNA in the Y-chromosome (so-called Y-DNA), which descends down the

generations from fathers to sons. At each generation the DNA can mutate, and so one man’s Y-DNA can

be different from another’s. These differences can be measured as ‘mutations’ in the ‘junk’ DNA of the

Y-chromosome: two useful types of mutation are called SNPs and STR mutations. I shall explain these

more fully later, giving just a bare outline in the next couple of sentences. Some types of mutation, such

as SNPs, occur infrequently, and these can be represented by a set of values called a haplogroup. A given

haplogroup is shared by those men who share the same line of male ancestors tens of thousands of years

ago. Mutations that occur more often, such as STR mutations, are suited to studying descents over the past

few hundred years, and these are represented by a set of values called a haplotype (not to be confused with

haplogroup). A man’s measured haplotype can be useful for identifying whether he belongs to a particular

branch of a surname.

1Two such books on British genealogy are: Eve McLaughlin (1990) Further Steps in Family History; and, Terrick V H Fitzhugh

(1994) The Dictionary of Genealogy, Fourth Edition, revised by Susan Lumas.
2The book DNA and Family History: how genetic testing can advance your genealogical research., by Chris Pomery, has just been

published. I have ordered a copy, but not yet read it. There are other books, which I have read, but there is as yet little that is directly

appropriate.
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Evolutionary genetics shares with Family History a fascination in origins. It is a topic that can take us back

to life’s origins; our DNA has evolved over billions of years. In principle, the genetic record of life on

Earth, which is contained in the DNA genomes of living species, could provide evidence on evolutionary

processes and relationships all the way back to the most recent common ancestor of all extant species.

Curiosity about our origins is not new: some of the oldest historical texts from different societies detail

origin myths, as do oral histories passed down the generations. Distinguishing fact from fiction in these

stories is difficult and differences of opinion can be a source of political conflict: feelings can run high.

According to Pustejovsky (1995)a, our minds organise the meanings of words such that things have 4

different qualia roles, which are: constituent parts; kind; function; and, origins. An interest in origins can

extend back to before life on Earth, with astrophysicists studying the origins of space and time itself at

the big bang.
Our interest in origins manfests itself in different ways, at both the personal level (local historical research
and genealogical investigation) and at the level of society (public funding for the investigation of our past).
Concentrating on life on Earth, there are various studies that are relevant to our pastb:

history - documents dating back thousands of years;

historical linguistics - the development of languages over thousands of years;

archeology - objects shaped by human contact over millions of years;

paleoanthropology - remains of humans and their ancestors over millions of years;

paleontology - fossilised remains of living organisms over billions of years;

paleoclimatology - past climates over billions of years; and,

evolutionary genetics - the development of DNA patterns over billions of years.

Moving back closer to our interest in modern humans, we can note that our genetic ancestral line is be-

lieved to have split off from that of chimpanzees about 7,000,000 years ago and from that of Neanderthals

about 400,000 years agoc. Comparisons among more closely related individuals, perhaps from the same

species, or even from the same surname family, can provide evidence on more recent evolutionary and

family histories.
Whatever the timescale of the study, the genetic evidence comes from two main sources:

• the genomes of living individuals that must have been passed down from ancestors; and,

• ancient DNA from well-preserved organic remains, which may or may not have been passed down to living

descendants.

aJames Pustejovsky (1995) The Generative Lexicon, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
bMark A Jobling, Matthew Hurles, and Chris Tyler-Smith (2004) Human Evolutionary Genetics: Origins, Peoples & Disease.
cThis estimate comes from mt-DNA studies.

Table 1: Evolutionary genetics in the context of other studies including surname studies

The relevance of the Y chromosome

Most of the chromosomes of our genome can not be used for genealogical studies; this is because the coded

information held by their DNA becomes shuffled. The exception is the Y chromosome3. A full understanding

of the next few sections is not essential, but they explain some of the scientific background to how measure-

ments on the DNA of the Y chromosome can be useful to surname studies.

We can be sure of the particular ancestral line down which most of the DNA code in the Y-chromosome

has descended, and this is useful to the Family Historian. The Y chromosome is rather different from most

chromosomes. Females do not carry it, and, even for males, their Y chromosome is only 1 of the 46 chro-

mosomes in each of their cells. Most of the cells in our bodies carry 2 copies of 23 chromosomes4. One of

these pairs for a female is 2 copies of the X chromosome, but there is not a corresponding matching pair for

a male, who instead has one X and one Y chromosome.

Most of the pairs of chromosomes exchange parts of their DNA code. For example, the X from a girl’s

father exchanges code with the X from a girl’s mother, and so no record is preserved about the particular

ancestral line down which each bit of the code has descended. This shuffling of the DNA code within us is

3Apart from the chromosomes, studies of mt-DNA (in the mitochondria) can also be useful, though that is not discussed here. This

is included in, for example, the newly published book Megan Smolenyak Smolenyak and Ann Turner (Oct 2004) Trace your Roots with

DNA: Using Genetic Tests to Explore Your Family Tree.
4The germ-line cells (eggs and sperm) carry only 1 copy.
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called recombination, and it is a process that is occurring all the time in our body’s cells; this happens for

all of our chromosomes of nuclear DNA except the Y chromosome. The Y chromosome exchanges only a

small amount of code with its X chromosome partner; this exchanged code is at the tips of its ends5. Apart

from this code, the DNA of a male’s Y chromosome is known to have descended just down his paternal line

(i.e. from his father’s father’s father’s father etc.).

Junk DNA and neutral mutations

The term ‘junk’ DNA is often used for DNA that does not affect our body’s functions, and, in particular,

such DNA in the Y-chromosome is used for surname studies. Mutations arise at each generation, but they are

mostly in the ‘noncoding’ DNA and these are not deleterious to our health. Though the general public can

become alarmed at the idea that there are mutations in the code that determines our body’s functions, this fear

is misplaced for surname studies. Family Historians can restrict their interest to only the parts of the DNA

code that do not affect our health.

It does not matter that junk DNA includes an accumulation of mutations. The term ‘mutation’ has nega-

tive connotations for the layperson6, and this fact has led to discussions about the choice of alternative words

when scientists communicate about genetic diversity with the general public – ‘variation’, ‘variant’ or ‘alter-

ation’ have been favoured as alternatives. When communicating with a layperson, the ‘noncoding’ segments

are often called ‘junk’ DNA, and this helps to allay fears about the accumulation of ‘mutations’ within it.

Although the DNA can make RNAs, which make proteins, and this determines the functions of our bodies,

the ‘junk’ or ‘noncoding’ DNA is not used in this way. About 98.5% of the DNA in our chromosomes is

‘noncoding’, though as much as 20% is read by RNAs which search through it for useful parts of the code

and then use it to build the right proteins for our bodies. Defects in the useful code (i.e. in the genes) have

been associated with genetic disease. However, ‘mutations’ in the noncoding DNA need not alarm us.

Mutations that do not affect our evolutionary fitness are called ‘neutral’ mutations, and most mutations

surviving in the modern population are said to have been ‘selectively neutral’. In other words, whilst mu-

tations within genes (i.e. within the coding DNA) do not tend to have survived because they have produced

death or sterility, neutral mutations are less prone to dying out. Unlike mutations of the genes, neutral mu-

tations can be expected to descend down the generations of a population in a relatively random7 way, with a

few further mutations arising at each generation.

The ‘noncoding’ DNA is not ‘junk’ in all senses: it is useful in evolutionary and surname studies. For

studies of the human population and its migrations8, measurements of some of the mutations (so-called SNPs)

in ‘non-coding’ parts of the Y-chromosome are used to determine the so-called ‘haplogroup’ of a person. The

terms ‘haplotype’ and ‘haplogroup’ will be explained later, but, for the moment, suffice it to say that such

information helps to lead us to the conclusion that the male-line ancestor of the first Plants was in southern

Spain around 15,000 years ago.

Explaining SNPs and STR mutations

For Family History purposes, we can make use of neutral mutations of two particular types: SNPs and STR

mutations. First, we need to explain the term SNP (pronounced ‘snip’). The word ‘polymorphism’ is often

used by the scientists themselves for a mutation; for example, when just one piece (a so-called ‘base-pair’)

of the DNA code becomes changed, the ‘mutation’ is called a ‘single nucleotide polymorphism’, or SNP

(pronounced ‘snip’). We then need to explain what is meant by a single ‘base pair’ of the DNA code, which

mutates for a SNP, as well as explaining a few further things that are relevant to other kinds of mutation, such

as STR mutations.

Most mutations are changes to ‘letters’ of code along DNA strands. Each chromosome is made up of 2

intertwining DNA strands of very long molecular threads which are only weakly bonded to each other along

their lengths: this is usually called a ‘double-helix’ of DNA. The code is made up of 4 ‘letters’ arranged

along the lengths of each strand. The ‘letters’ are, in fact molecular bases, but we can remember them as just

letters: C is in fact cytosine, G (guanine), T (thymine), A (adenine). When the two strands are intertwined

together9, C on one strand can link only to G on the other strand, and likewise T to A. Each base pair is hence

C-G or T-A. Six bases, for example, along one strand is paired with six bases along the other10: for example,

5These regions are called the pseudoautosomal regions.
6Condit et al (2002) The changing meanings of ‘mutation’; a contextualized study of public discourse, Hum.Mutat. 19, 69-75.
7This is not fully random because of the phenomenon known as Linkage Disequilibrium (LD).
8L. Luca Cavalli-Sforza, Paolo Menozzi, and Alberto Piazza (1994) The History and Geography of Human Genes.
9Sometimes the two strands split apart so that they can pass on their code to the RNA molecules, which use it to build proteins.

10The paired bases are only weakly bonded together by hydrogen bonds.
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CCTAGA along one strand has to be matched with its complementary code GGATCT11 along the other12. A

SNP occurs when, for example, a C in the code is changed to a T (and similarly a G to an A on the other

strand), though this also requires that the change escapes the repair mechanism and is passed on to the next

generation.

Sometimes part of the code (such as a sequence ATG) is repeated several times, and this is called a ‘tan-

dem repeat’ or TR. It is how many ‘letters’ of code that are repeated that determines the names of various

types of tandem repeats (TRs). When only a few letters are repeated, the TR is called a microsatellite or

‘short tandem repeat’ (STR). When the repeated unit is longer, other names are used: these are minisatellite,

and satellite (or sometimes a satellite is called a macrosatellite). The word ‘satellite’ is non-intuitive, and it

has arisen just as an accidental consequence of the way in which an associated scientific technique devel-

oped13. The different types of TR can be differentiated by the length of the unit which is repeated, though

their properties also differ in other ways14. For satellites, the repeat unit is around 1000 to 10000 letters

of code or, in other words, base-pairs (bp) long; for minisatellites15, it is between 8 and 100bp long; and

for microsatellites (or STRs) it is between 1 and 6bp long. By comparison, the Y-chromosome is about 60

million bp (i.e. ‘letters’ of code) long. An STR (short tandem repeat) is one kind of TR, and STRs on the

Y-chromosome (so-called Y-STRs) can mutate in a way that is particularly useful for Family History studies.

It is Y-chromosome microsatellites, or Y-STRs, that are used the most in surname studies, and it is ap-

propriate to describe these in a little more detail. The most widely used STRs have repeat units that are 3 or

4bp long (e.g. the repeat units AAT, AAC, GATA, AAAC, or AAAT are common). These units are typically

repeated between 10 and 30 times. Every so often, an STR will mutate by changing its number of repeats.

At least 85% of such mutations will involve an increase or decrease in the length of an STR by just a single

repeat unit: this is called a single step mutation.

Mutation rates and an example of a Y-STR mutation

Different types of mutation occur at different rates. For example, the type of mutation called a SNP occurs at

a single base-pair about once every 40,000,000 generations16 on average (i.e. about once every 800 million

years). Almost every site in the DNA can hence be expected to have mutated in this way no more than once

in the history of mankind and so, in general, a SNP, once it has occurred in an inherited Y-chromosome, can

be expected to remain unchanged in every subsequent male generation. On the other hand, the length of an

STR is expected to change about once every 500 generations (about 10 thousand years) and so its length can

be expected to have changed back and forth many times in the 150 thousand years of history for humans. If

an STR becomes shorter than the norm, it is more likely to increase its length than to decrease it, and vice

versa. This tends to keep an STR roughly around its most common length.

For example, the most common length for the Y-STR marker called DYS392 is 11 repeats, though this is

an unusual marker in that it has an alternative favoured length of 13 repeats; most other lengths are much less

common, as is shown more fully in the table below:

number of repeated units: 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

percentage frequency found: 0.1 0.5 50.0 6.4 36.5 5.4 0.9 0.2

In other words, for 50% of men, this marker is 11 repeats long; for 36.5%, it is 13 repeats long; with fewer

men having other values. Most Plants have a length of 13 units for this marker but, for the Plant volunteer P1a

(me), this particular marker has mutated to a length of 12 at some generation since the origins of the Plant

surname. This illustrates how a particular individual with a single-family name can be identified as being on

a different branch of the family from others in the same family – if other Plants are found to have this same

mutation, and if they match at other marker positions as well, they will most probably belong to the same

Plant branch as me.

11This should more properly be written TCTAGG as the two strands are read in opposite directions.
12The need to match is how code is passed from one molecular strand to another.
13In the 1960s, separate bands in ultracentrifuge analyses of DNA were given the name ‘satellite’, and the name was retained for other

types of TRs such as micro- and minisatellites, even though these do not form separate bands in this way. It seems relevant to add that

‘satellite’ was a trendy word in the 1960s, as this was around the times of the first artificial earth satellites such as ‘sputnik’.
14For example, they have very different mutation rates.
15These mutate very often and are used for DNA fingerprinting.
16This rate in fact applies only to SNPs in the chromosomes, in the nucleus of each cell, and not to the SNPs on mt-DNA in the

mitochondria of each cell. This is because the damage and repair mechanisms, which result in SNPs transmitted to the next generation,

are different between the nuclei and the mitochondria. The SNP rate is about 10 times faster in most parts of the mt-DNA and, indeed,

100 times faster in the control segments of the mt-DNA.
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The relevance of mutation rates to haplogroups and haplotypes

Different mutation rates are appropriate to different kinds of study. For example, the typical mutation rate

of STRs, which is about once every 500 generations, is suitable to surname studies. Surnames have typi-

cally existed for around 30 generations and, by measuring 17 or more Y-STR markers, there is a better than

evens chance that one of the measured STRs will have mutated throughout the timescale of surname his-

tory: this raises the prospect of telling one single-family branch from another. However, measuring fewer

Y-STR markers than 17 is likely to be sufficient for seeing if two people with the same surname match at

all, since mutations have been happening in humans for around 7,500 generations, giving a very considerable

opportunity for differences to have arisen between different male-line descents over that time.

A proviso needs to be added. Because Y-STRs have changed their lengths repeatedly throughout the

timescale of the human race, they may end up having the same length as someone else’s purely by chance:

this is called ‘identity by state’. On the other hand, SNPs are very unlikely to have changed more than once

and so, if a Y-SNP of one person matches that of someone else, it is because both individual’s male lines

were the same when the SNP occurred: this is called ‘identity by descent’. SNPs tend to be more useful than

STRs for studies of human descents and early human migrations: in general, STRs have changed back and

forth too often. However, STRs can become useful if there is some further information to guide us, such as a

surname.

A set of measured mutation states for a person is called their haplotype, though, if the measured mutations

include ones that are slowly changing (such as SNPs), the term haplogroup is used instead. Haplogroups,

which include values for SNPs, are used for evolutionary and migration studies. Minisatellites are used for

DNA fingerprinting; they change very frequently down the generations, and a set of their measured values

may be called a haplotype. For surname studies, Y-STR values (microsatellites) are used instead, and these

change reasonably often, and a set of such values is also correctly called a haplotype17.

Results for Plant and other surname projects

For many surnames, people are testing many different individuals without finding matches, and they are

having to be far more patient than us before they begin to identify matching families. It needs to be added

that some of the Plants tested have not matched to other Plants, and more patience is needed before we find

useful matches to them, but we have quickly reached some interesting conclusions for Plant and Plantt: there

is a main, single-family of Plants, and then there are other Plants who are not so closely related down the

male-line. Also, the evidence so far tells us that the French-Canadian family Plante is a separate one.

There have been other successful surname projects. One that may be instanced produced interesting

results, though that was only after testing many volunteers with a bigger financial outlay than for Plant. The

Meates surname project has tested 115 males, measuring as many as 37 markers for many of them. They

have eventually come to a conclusion that some branches, of Meates and variant spellings around the world,

are male-line related. In particular, they have found that the homeland of many of the Irish Meates is that

of the Staffordshire Myatt family. They cite the Great Vowel Shift in 16th century England to help explain

how Meates (pronounced ‘meets’) originated as the same family as Myatt (pronounced ‘my hat’), stressing

the role of Y-DNA testing in guiding them to this conclusion.

More details of the Meates project are given on their web-site18. So far, more volunteers are needed for

Plant and Plante. Still fewer have yet participated in the Waring and Warren surname projects, which could

potentially be of interest to the Plants. As yet, there has been no volunteer called Planta or Plantard.

Ancestral descent of the Plants

If you are female, your nearest relative who can be Y-DNA tested is your brother or father. If you are male you

can take the test yourself; your Y-DNA haplotype will be little changed from your father’s. Some Plants have

been found to have the same or slightly different Y-DNA signatures, whereas other Plants have signatures

that are very different.

Differences in the Y-DNA code, whether great or slight, can help to inform our Family Histories. So far,

leaving aside the spelling Plante, the Plants can be divided into just two main groups: those who match most

17The word haplotype needs also to be distinguished from genotype. Since most of our chromosomes are found in pairs in our cells,

the measurements generally give two different values for each STR marker and, for a set of several markers, the set of paired values

is called the genotype. In general, it can be impossible to deduce two separate haplotypes (for the two separate chromosomes) from a

measured genotype. This problem does not arise for the Y-chromosome however, since there is only one copy of it in a male’s cells, and

so a haplotype of several Y-STR values can be measured directly; this is the haplotype that is used in surname studies.
18http://www.meates.org
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other Plants; and, those who do not. In due course, further subgroups within each of these two groups will no

doubt begin to emerge.

Most Plants so far have been found to belong to the first group, such that their male line leads back to

Spain during the last Ice Age. Some other Plants’ male-line origins lead them back to other geographical

locations. That is not to say that some in the second group do not have male lines that also lead back to Spain

around 15,000 years ago. The distinguishing fact for the second group, however, regardless of whether their

Ice Age origins are in Spain or not, is that they are not related to most Plants down the male line in the past

few hundred years.

Male-line descendants of the single Plant family

If your Plant forefather has a Y-DNA haplotype that matches with most Plants’ (i.e. with the Plant Modal

Haplotype), you can presume you are a male-line descendant of the single Plant family; for those in this

category, the following considerations apply.

The Y-DNA evidence has shown Plant to be essentially a single-family surname. When people have the

same surname, and when that surname has been found to be essentially a ‘single-family’ name, we may look

to that surname to guide us: the Plant surname can guide us to those who are our close male-line relatives.

Those who belong to the main Plant family have a male-line MRCA (most recent common ancestor) with

each other who will be someone who lived just several hundred years ago. Ultimately, we may surmise that

this relates most Plants back to the male-line ancestor of the first Plants, from whom most modern Plants have

since descended. Even these ‘matching’ Plants, who have a male-line MRCA in the timescale of surname

history, are likely to have acquired some slight variations of the lengths of the STRs in their Y-chromosome in

the hundreds of years since when the Plant surname began, and this can potentially allow us to divide the first

group of Plants into sub-groups. Within each sub-group, the haplotypes will match still more completely;

this will identify those who belong to a personal sub-group, and who are even more closely male-line related

than most Plants.

Y-DNA studies, like other studies, generally rely on what is most likely. For instance, we do not know

that the information on a birth certificate is correct, but we usually presume that it is. In Y-DNA studies, we

can often place percentage probabilities on what is likely or unlikely. The following serves as an example.

The most common haplotype for the Plants (the Plant Modal Haplotype) is not particularly rare and, when

only 12 Y-STR markers are measured19, an exact match of the haplotype is found to around 1.4% of Western

European men. This match to 1.4% of Western Europeans at large can not be said to be ‘identity by descent’

since, as explained in an earlier section of this report, ‘identity by state’ can arise purely by chance. Thus a 12

marker match, in itself, is not proof of an identical common ancestor in recent millennia. However, when a

Plant male matches at the 12 marker level to the PMH (Plant Modal Haplotype), there is not only a haplotype

match but also a match of surname; it is then appropriate to note that there is less than a 1.4% possibility that

the Y-STR match has happened just by chance, and it is more likely to have arisen from a shared Plant male

line descent. It can hence be expected, in this case, that measuring more markers will confirm the Y-STR

match. Measuring more Y-STR markers will also help to narrow down the estimated time of how long ago

the male-line common ancestor (MRCA) lived.

Plants related through mixed male-and-female lines

The person tested may be yourself or, for example, your father. If his Y-DNA is not a close match to the

Plant Modal Haplotype (PMH), you can not be said to be a male-line descendant of the single Plant family.

Even so, you are almost certainly related to that main Plant family through mixed male-and-female lines of

descent.

The DNA evidence shows that not everyone called Plant belongs to the first group (that is, the main group

of male-line descendants of the single Plant family). Some Plants belong to the second group: these are likely

to be related to the male-line Plant family through mixed male-and-female lines of descent.

There are far fewer close relatives to consider when we restrict the study to just male lines. Our male line

back through history is only one of billions of ancestral lines we might consider, but it gives us one particular

route that we can realistically attempt to follow – this can help to guide our imaginations back towards

our origins. For the main group of Plants, their male-line ancestry coincides with the descent of the Plant

surname; but, for the second group of Plants, the Plant surname has apparently come down through some

females as it has descended. If you are in this second group, you have a choice of considering: either, your

19These are, specifically, the particular 12 markers measured by the particular testing company called FT-DNA
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descended Plant surname, through both males and females; or, your male-line descent which has probably

involved a father with a different surname.

The Plant family surname began around six to eight hundred years ago. The male-line MRCA (most

recent common ancestor) between the Plants in the second group and those in the first group may be an

ancestor who lived long before the times when the Plant surname began. Unlike their mixed-line MRCA,

the male-line MRCA between Plants in the second and first groups may date back many thousands of years,

and perhaps even for some as far as a conjectured bottleneck in the human population around 150,000 years

ago. The male-line descents of Plants in the second group can be taken to involve a forefather with a different

surname from Plant; this non-Plant forefather will have had a male-line ancestry that could have split off many

millennia ago from that of most Plants. Even so, the Plants in the second group, with non-Plant male-line

ancestries, are still no doubt related to most Plants through mixed lines in the timescale of surname history.

Indeed, their connection to the Plant name may be as a result of just a single female in the line of descent of

the Plant surname: the Plant name may have descended through a male child inheriting a mother’s maiden

Plant name; or, it may have arisen with the quite recent adoption into the Plant family of an orphan related

through marriage.

More generally, leaving aside geographical and class boundaries, we can surmise that we are related to

everyone in the world, one way or another, over the timescale of surname history20. These relationships

involve mixed male and female ancestral lines back to a common ancestor from whom everyone else has

descended down different mixed male and female lines. Our full relationship to others involves an enormous

tangle of lines. Most of our DNA has descended in unknowable ways down our mixed male and female lines,

but some of it has descended in a more knowable way down just the male line.

If you decide to be Y-DNA tested it is quite sensible to begin with a 12 marker test; you can then decide

later whether to upgrade to having more markers measured. If you are a Plant who belongs to the second

group, a 12 marker Y-DNA test will probably be sufficient to show that you do not match the main male-line

Plant family. More strictly, there is a small chance that, for a very few of those in the second group, their

12 marker Y-DNA signature will match with the main Plant family signature just by chance. Hence, there is

an outside chance that you may belong to the second group and yet still have 12 markers that match the first

group just by chance. This is unlikely to happen however; and, if a Plant is not male-line related to the main

group of Plants, a 12 marker test will most usually show it: measuring 12 markers is usually enough to show

whether there is a meaningful mismatch21. Measuring more markers can be useful for confirming a match,

particularly when there is no other evidence to suggest that those tested are close male line relatives. For a

12 marker match between two Plants, it is not very likely that this will have happened just by chance; but

this can be checked by measuring more markers, and it becomes increasingly unlikely that the match is just a

chance one if it persists when more markers are measured.

Even a 12 marker test is usually sufficient to give those in the second group a distinctive Plant Y-DNA

signature which may, in due course, be found to match with a few other Plants in the second group. A sub-

group of matching Plants in the second group may be taken to be a single, distinctive, Plant family branch;

this distinctive Plant family will be related to the main group of Plants through mixed male and female lines.

Plants, with a distinctive Y-DNA signature, can immediately proceed towards seeking out other Plants with

the same distinctive signature, though patience is as yet generally required while more Plants come forward

to take the test.

Latest developments with investigations of the Plants’ ancestry

Though Warren, Waring and Plant are clearly not all the same surname, there have been claims that all of

these names may have arisen amongst male-line descendants of Geoffrey Plante Genest. The Y-DNA results

so far have shown that most Plants (and a Plantt descendant) belong to the same male-line family: this does

not rule out the claim that Plantegenest was a forefather of these Plants, though so far confirmation is lacking.

What we can say, less fancifully, is that it is emerging from the Y-DNA evidence that the situation for Warren

and Waring is different from that for Plant, as will be outlined below.

A few of those with different surnames, such as Waring or Warren, might be found to match the PMH

20The current population of the world is under 7 billion and it was under 1 billion before 200 years ago. The number of our ancestral

lines doubles at each generation and we do not have to go back far before they are greater than the number of people alive. This implies

each ancestor will, by those times, appear more than once in our family tree. If we assume 20 years per generation, our ancestral

lines exceed the number of people alive by about 550 years ago; for 25 years per generation, this becomes 750 years; for 30 years per

generation, 850 years.
21Occasionally, however, a match may be partial and on the borderline of allowing a conclusion that there is a close relationship or

not.
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(Plant Modal Haplotype22) at the 12 marker level just by chance, though this is unlikely to occur. If the

match has arisen just by chance, it will probably not be confirmed when more Y-STR markers are measured.

In the first instance, the point to comparing haplotypes between different surnames is to confirm that they

are not male-line related in the time-scale of surname history: most usually when comparing surnames, a

haplotype mismatch will show that the two surnames do not have the same male-line descent. If however

a Y-STR haplotype match is found between two people with different surnames, especially if there is some

other reason for supposing that they may be male-line related, then further investigation is justified, such as

checking out the match by comparing more of their Y-STR markers.

The Plant-Waring false alarm

In the last DNA Testing Report, it was noted that the 12 marker haplotype of a Waring matched the PMH,

and this initially caused some speculation that he too, like most Plants, might be a Plantegenest male-line

descendant. However, it was added at the last moment, to the report, that the match was not confirmed when

the measurement of the Waring haplotype was extended to 25 Y-STRs.
In view of the importance of this result, the testing company (FT-DNA) eventually agreed to double check

the result free of charge. By early August, I had received the following message from them:-

Per your request we pulled the pherograms on kits 11858, 18001, and 18227.

The lab report shows that the pherograms were called correctly.

By late October I had heard nothing more, despite having enquired about the loose word ‘pulled’; I
therefore contacted the President of FT-DNA who advised me as follows:

The Pherograms of each man was pulled and reconfirmed. Then we ordered a retest of the DNA for

18001/Waring. The result of that was also confirmed to match the original Pherograms results.

I added two further questions. First, “Is it certain that the amplicon used was from the correct original
sample?” which elicited the reply:

As 18001 matched when we ran his B swab (extracting and pulling new DNA from scratch).

My second question was “Was the electrophoresis measurement repeated for all 25 Y-STRs, for the first
12 microsatellites, or just for markers 13 to 25?” adding “I got the impression from your earlier messages
that electrophoresis was going to be rerun for markers 13 to 25 of the Waring kit”:

This is correct ... just the last 13 because the problem was restricted to just the 13-25 markers.

This indicates they have gone to some trouble to double check the results for the volunteers P5a (a de-

scendant of Edward Plant of Siddington, Cheshire, c1565), WG3a (the 12-marker matching Waring who

mismatched at 25 markers), and, PT1a (the Plantt descendant). In particular, they have also rerun the whole

experiment for the further 13 mismatching markers of the Waring, who initially matched at 12 markers, and

they have confirmed the mismatch. They have hence confirmed that the Waring volunteer WG3a is not from

the same male-line family as most Plants in recent millennia, despite the initial indication that he might be.

The different nature of Waring and Warren from Plant, and the prospects of Plantagenet DNA

So far, I know of no Waring or Warren who matches with any other Waring, Warren, or Plant. The situation

for Plant is different from that for Waring or Warren. Though Plant has been found to be largely a single-

family surname, it is beginning to look as though both Waring and Warren are multi-origin names, such that

they can not all be descended down male lines from Geoffrey Plantegenest.

I know the results for only 3 Warrens23, though there is a separate project for the Warrens which has

had 9 people tested. The coordinator of the separate Warren project is called Scott Warren though, in my

correspondence with him, I have obtained only a limited response. The full results for the Warrens in his

project are not being published; I get the impression that they are having trouble finding matches amongst

themselves. Scott seems mostly interested, at the moment, in seeking some news of a control haplotype

for Plantagenet, which in principle could arise from Y-STR measurements on the organic remains of the

Plantagenet kings.

I know of no progress so far with the endeavour to obtain a Y-DNA signature of the Plantagenet kings.

As well as requiring permission to access the remains, Y-DNA measurement on Plantagenet would require

that the remains are in an adequate state of preservation. The chances of DNA preservation are improved by

cold or dry conditions, but DNA degrades after death such that the longest lengths that can be amplified24

22The term PMH has been coined for the Plant Modal Haplotype, that is the most common haplotype for the Plants.
23These are available in the Y-search databasehttp://www.ysearch.org/ – one of the results came in through our surname

project (W1a).
24Small amounts of DNA are amplified by polymerase chain reactions (PCR).
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DYS PMH PT1a P12a P1a P1b P11a PE1b PE1c

19/394 14 14 14 14 14 14 13 13

388 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

390 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24

391 11 11 11 11 11 11 10 10

392 13 13 13 12 13 13 11 11

393 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

389-1 13 13 13 13 13 12 13 13

389-2 29 29 29 29 29 28 30 30

426 12 12 12 12 12 12 11 11

425 12 12 12

385a 11 11 11 11 11 11 16 16

385b 14 14 14 14 14 15 18 18

439 11 11 11 11 11 13 12 12

458 18 19 18 18 16

459a 9 9 9 9 9

459b 10 10 10 10 9

455 11 11 11 11 11

454 11 11 11 11 11

447 25 25 25 25 26

437 16 16 16 16 14

448 20 20 20 20 19

449 30 30 30 30 35

464a 15 15 15 15 14

464b 15 15 15 15 16

464c 16 16 16 16 16

464d 16 16 16 16 18

Branch Code Earliest known ancestor of branch

USA. PT1a William Plant(t), b c1655, lived in

VA

Houma, LA,

USA.

P12a James Plant, b 1839/40 Ireland,

moved to New York city

Sheffield, Eng-

land.

P1a Thomas Plant of Clowne, ?b 1745

Sutton-cum-Duckmanton in NE

Derbyshire to William Plant of

Duckmanton

Humberside,

England.

P1b ?ditto - i.e. ?Thomas Plant of

Clowne, as above, but descent ap-

parently through Benjamin (bap

1782) and John (Bark) Plant (b

1812)

Norwich, Eng-

land.

P11a Joseph Plant, father of Alfred

Plant b 1839 Lichfield, Staffs

Quebec,

Canada, Plante

PE1b Jean Plante, sailed to Canad

in 1647 fro La Rochelle-Laleu,

France, landed at Quebec City,

settled at Chateau Richer just to

its east. Descent through Francois

b 1668 CR and Jos-Ambroise b

1697 CR.

Idaho, USA.

Plante

PE1c ditto.Descent from Jean through

his son Jean, then Louis, Joseph

Marcel, Antoine, Jean Baptoste,

Thomas, etc.

Table 2: Latest Y-DNA results for Plant, and for Plantt (PT1a) and Waring (WG3a) and Warren (W1a)

are only around 150bp long (that is, around one or two hundred letters of code long). An even more serious

problem is that damaged ancient DNA can easily be contaminated by traces of modern human DNA which

amplifies more plentifully; great efforts need to be made to try to authenticate ancient DNA measurements

for humans25.

Latest results for newly tested Plants

Since the last report, two more Plants have been tested at the 12 marker level: the volunteer P12a matched,

whereas P11a did not (Table 2).

The matching volunteer, P12a, moved from Ireland to New York City in the mid nineteenth century;

and, presumably, his Plant line had moved to Ireland earlier (perhaps from the principal Plant homeland of

east Cheshire and north Staffordshire, which is not far from the coast of England that neighbours Ireland).

Interestingly, this volunteer (P12a) now has the surname Roland: his grandfather’s mother was widowed from

a Plant at the age of 19 and she remarried a Roland. His grandfather hence changed his surname from Plant

to Roland, and the Y-DNA test has confirmed that he and his descendants are genetic Plants by male-line

descent.

Some upgraded results for the Plants

Two other volunteers (P1b and PE1b) have upgraded their test from 12 to 25 markers.

PE1b had earlier been found to match with PE1c (Table 2) at the 12 marker level; this provided a 12

marker Y-STR signature for the French Canadian Plante family. He is now the first Plante to be tested at the

25 marker level: there is as yet no other Plante with which he can compare his further 13 Y-STR markers.

However, he and PE1c have an estimated haplogoup (E3b) which has spread along the Mediterranean from

the Middle East; and the wife of PE1b is interested in making more detailed haplotype comparisons with

other people of similar origins. The main family homeland for those with the spelling Plante is in south east

France, near the Mediterranean coast; and this is in keeping with the haplogoup findings. This region was

called Septemania in late medieval times, and there was a strong Jewish contingent here. So far, we have had

no Plante volunteer who still lives in that homeland.

P1b has also upgraded to 25 markers. In the previous report, it was noted that P1b may be a descendant

of the Duckmanton Plants, like P1a (me). However, his 12 marker Y-STR results did not have the same

mutation at DYS392 as mine. P1b has since had his results upgraded to 25 markers, and he still matches

with me exactly apart from my DYS392 mutation. As mentioned in the previous report, two possibilities can

be summarised as follows: (a) because P1b matches the most common Plant signature (the PMH), he may

be from a completely different Plant family branch from the Duckmanton branch; or, (b) both P1a and P1b

25The problem is less for woolly mammoths, for example, because of the lack of contamination by modern mammoth DNA.
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are indeed from the Duckmanton branch, but my DYS392 mutation has arisen in the 5 generations since our

supposed MRCA (Thomas Plant, b 1745).

The testing company (FT-DNA) has recently been looking at Y-STR mutation rates in more detail, and

they have found the following: the markers they are using generally mutate faster than the usually specified

value (once every 500 generations); and, some of the markers are faster than others, so that different rates

for each particular marker can be fed into the calculations. It is now possible to use a more sophisticated

calculator, taking account of the particular rates for particular markers, and to obtain a better estimate of

when the male-line MRCA between two tested individuals lived.

Thus, we can now use the improved calculator and the upgraded results for P1b. This now gives a 28%

chance that the MRCA between P1a and P1b was in the last 4 generations; but a 59% chance in the last 8

generations, and 79% in the last 12 generations. As a further calculation, we can put in an assertion that the

MRCA was not in the past 4 generations, as the paper documentation seems to suggest this is so; and then,

the calculator gives a 41% chance that the MRCA of P1a and P1b was in the past 8 generations. Sadly, this

is rather inconclusive: the balance of Y-DNA probability is that the MRCA lived more than the supposed

5 generations ago (possibility (a)); but, there is still a ‘fair chance’ that P1a and P1b are both from the

Duckmanton family (possibility (b)). By upgrading to 25 markers, P1b did not find any additional difference

from P1a; this still leaves the possibility of both of us upgrading to 37 markers, to see if we still continue to

be such a close match: measuring still more markers could give some improvement on our current ambivalent

conclusion that there is a‘fair chance’ that we are both from the Duckmanton branch though we may not be.

Ideally, we need more Duckmanton Plant family descendants to come forward for testing, to provide further

evidence about when my P1a mutation occurred. Other Duckmanton Plants may show the same mutation as

mine if they just took the 12 marker test. Alternatively, if more Plants in general took the 37 marker test, we

might see for example whether there is a further characteristic mutation for the Duckmanton Plants in their

additionally measured markers. Turning to a better established finding, it is increasingly certain that both P1a

and P1b are from the main, single, male-line Plant family.

Some re-assessed results for the Plants

As mentioned, the testing company have double-checked the 25 marker Y-STR results for both of the fol-

lowing: PT1a (a Plantt descendant now called Plant); and, P5a (a descendant of Edward Plant of Siddington,

c1565). We are now also in a position to re-assess their MRCA calculations, with the improved MRCA

calculator.

PT1a has a single mutation from the most common Y-STR signature (the PMH) for the Plants; and this is

at the marker position DYS458. The new calculator indicates that his MRCA with P1b (who has the PMH)

has a 27% chance of being in the past 100 years; and, similarly, 57% for 200 years, 77% for 300 years, 89%

for 400 years, 95% for 500 years, and 98% for 600 years. There is a way of feeding in further information

to the calculations, to try to improve upon these estimated probabilities. The documentary evidence indicates

that a male-line ancestor of PT1a emigrated to the USA about 350 years ago; and, if we also feed into the

calculator that PT1a and P1b can not be related in the past 14 generations (say), we get the following amended

results: 51% chance that the MRCA was up to 450 years ago, 77% for within 550 years ago, 89% for 650

years, 95% for 750 years. The documentary evidence suggests that the beginnings of the Plant surname were

around 600 to 800 years ago in England, and the MRCA calculator gives results that are consistent with the

fact that PT1a and P1b are almost certainly male-line related since those times. To summarise, there is a 51%

chance PT1a and P1b were male-line related between 1650 and 1550 in England, and a further 38% chance

that their MRCA was between 1550 and 1350.

We can apply similar calculations to estimate the dates of the MRCA between P5a (east Cheshire) and P7a

(USA, branch related to the railway pioneer Henry Brakudley Plant). The documentary evidence indicates

that they can not be male-line related in the past 350 years (say 14 generations). The DNA evidence indicates

so far (with 25 markers) that there is a 64% chance that they were male-line related between 1650 and 1450,

and a further 25% chance that their MRCA was between 1450 and 1250.

P5a is useful for comparisons, as it seems clear that his male-line ancestry is in the principal Plant home-

land of east Cheshire back to 1565 and possibly back further another century. P5a is two mutations different

from the PMH: his mutations are at marker positions DYS459a and DYS449. We might alternatively consider

the PMH (as still carried at 25 markers by P1b and P7a) to be the likely ancestral signature of the Plants; it

seems likely that the two mutations of P5a may have arisen in more recent times, though further results for

further Plants may help to add further certainty to such a point in due course.

The new calculator gives that the MRCA between P5a and P1b is 8% within 100 years, 28% within 200

years, 51% within 300 years, 69% within 400 years, 82% within 500 years, 90% within 600 years. The
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documentary evidence suggests that P5a and P1b were on opposite sides of Derbyshire 200 years ago; and,

when we feed that into the calculator, we get the revised figures: 30% within 300 years, 55% within 400

years, 73% within 500 years, 85% within 600 years, 92% within 700 years. This does not, of course, pin

down exactly when the common Plant ancestor of P1b and P5a lived; but a likely time seems to have been

about between 1700 and 1500, since the probability increase from 30% to 73% over that time period. As

already mentioned, P1b may be from the Duckmanton Plant branch: the documentary evidence indicates that

the Duckmanton Plants were on the opposite side of Derbyshire from the male line of P5a by 1725; and,

together with the Y-DNA estimates, it would seem likely that they moved across Derbyshire from Cheshire

in the timescale of a few hundred years preceding the 18th century. Another form of the calculation, is to

compare another apparent Duckmanton Plant, P1a (me), with P5a (3 mutations different) and to assert that,

from the evidence of documents, it seems that we (P1a and P5a) can not have been related in the past 300

years. Sensible schemes have been obtained over nearly 300 years for the Duckmanton Plants, on the basis

of an assumption that they were a separate, self-contained unit of Plants; it can be added, however, that it

is not entirely certain that there has not been some mixing into the records of some offspring from some

other branch of the Plant family, though it seems reasonable to consider the Duckmanton Plants as a separate,

isolated Plant family since 1725. Taking an assumption that P1a and P5a can not have been male-line related

for 300 years, the calculator then gives the following probabilities for the MRCA between them: 25% in the

past 400 years, 48% in the past 500 years, 66% in the past 600 years, 79% in the past 700 years, 87% in

the past 800 years, 93% in the past 900 years. In other words, there is 66% chance that we (P1a and P5a)

are male-line related since the first evidence for the Plant name in east Cheshire around 1400; and, only an

additional 20% chance that our MRCA lived between then and the first evidence for the Plantebene, Plente or

Plante byname in English records (from c1200 mainly in SE England). All in all, this seems consistent with

an indication (in the records of the Hallamshire Company of Cutlers) that the William Plant who came to the

region around Sheffield from ‘Branside, Prestbury’ (east Cheshire) around 1700 may have been the ancestor

William Plant (d 1768) of the Duckmanton Plant family; it can now be added from the DNA evidence that, in

the preceding few hundred years, it is probable that this ancestral line of the Duckmanton Plants descended

in east Cheshire from the same male-line family as P5a.

Web Site report - by Dr John S Plant (member no. 52) December 2004

The HostPlus web hosting service, which we are now using for our Plant FHG web site, has been having

problems recently in maintaining its records for the web-site statistics. Thus, the Plant FHG usage statistics

are missing for: 8 days of January; 9 days of March; the whole of April; 8 days of May; and, 7 days of

September. Apart from these shortfalls however, the top 5 of requested items on the web site has been as

follows, since December 2003.

Top No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5

Dec 293 DNA 285 French origins 236 Reunion slides 193 Name origins 157 Notable Plants

Jan 188 DNA 172 French origins 132 Name origins 083 Journal contents 059 Current members

Feb 175 Name origins 164 DNA 129 French origins 105 Journal contents 095 Current members

Mar 130 Name origins 129 Chapter 19 124 Reunion slides 103 DNA 100 Journal contents

May 199 French origins 148 Name origins 126 DNA 091 Journal contents 076 Current members

Jun 185 DNA 152 Name origins 113 Journal contents 109 French origins 084 Name distribution

Jul 163 DNA 159 Name origins 140 French origins 139 Journal contents 108 Chapter 26

Aug 128 DNA 111 Name origins 109 French origins 102 Chapter 26 090 Journal contents

Sep 124 Name origins 086 Journal contents 082 French origins 080 DNA 056 Chapter 26

Oct 207 DNA 167 Name origins 135 Members interests 115 Reunion slides 104 Chapter 19

Nov 230 Name origins 215 Members interests 145 French origins 145 Journal contents 104 DNA

In July, HostPlus tried to bill me for £47, for excess disc space usage in April. Eventually, I manage to

put together enough evidence to convince them that this must have been due to someone (presumably in the

HostPlus Systems Section) opening a test database in our account. After several email messages, they agreed

to waive the bill.
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SNIPPETS

Extracts from Historical Collections – Wm Salt Archaeological Society

Chancery Proceedings 1558-1579

a. To Sir Nicholas Bacon, knight 17 October 1564

Included in the answer of Roger Case, defendant was the following:

The defendant says that John Lorde the elder of Tewkesbury, grandfather of the complainant,

and John Lorde the father named in the bill, were seised of the said premises and in 5 Henry

VIII [1513-14] they granted the reversion of them to Richard Bate the elder of Horton, co.,

Stafford, husbandman, after the decease of John Plunte who then occupied them, to hold for 99

years.  After the death of John Plunte, Richard Bate entered the premises and conveyed his

lease  of  them  to  the  defendant,  who  has  since  paid  the  complainant  the  yearly  rent  due  for

them.  He detains the evidences concerning them, as is lawful for him to do.

b Writ dated at Westminster 22 May 10 Elizabeth [1568] to Sir Nicholas Bacon, knight

Showeth unto your Lordship that your orator, Robert Plant, clerk, of Tetsworth on Stafford,
about 14 years ago became bound for one Sir William Breton, deceased, in an obligation of 20

marks to be paid at a certain date.  The debt was not paid and your orator not only forfeited his

bond, but has sustained other great loss.  After the death of Sir William, Dane Jane, his widow

and executrix, did not deny the debt but asked for time in which to pay it.  She has since

married Sir Lawrence Smythe, who has taken upon himself the administration of the goods of

Sir William Brerton, but utterly refuses to pay your orator the money due to him.

The answer of Sir Lawrence Smythe and Dane Jane, his wife, sworn 13 June 1567.

The defendants deny all the allegation made in the bill

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Marriage solemnized at Trinity Weslyan Chapel, Cumberland St., Macclesfield 1921-

1949          Cheshire CRO Ref: MF387/7

24  June  1928  Leslie  Joule  26  Bachelor,  Railway  Goods  Scaler  of  Tower  Hill,  Rainow  –  Father  –

Frederick Joule, Builders labourer.

Nellie Plant 26 Spinster, Dispatch Clerk of 112 Chestergate, Macclesfield – Father –

William Plant,  Fruitier.

1 Jan 1936 John Henry Plant 20 Bachelor, Fish + Fruit Salesman, 82 Chestergate, Macclesfield –

Father – William Henry Plant, Fish + Fruit Salesman.

Ethel Hamflett 22 Spinster  Domestic Servant Fairways  Dale Brow, Prestbury –

Father – William Hamflett (deceased) Coal Miner.

21 June 1937 Winston Wallace Pichthall, 27 Bachelor        ?       309 Rowling Road, Gateshead –

Father – Ephraim Waite Pichthall, Machine Man.

Martha Ann Plant  29 Spinster, Domestic Servant, 27 High Street, Macclesfield –

Father – William Henry Plant, Labourer.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Saltonstall (See also page 62 Journal 27)

Contained in various documents (see page 15, Journal No. 22) was the supposition that a John Plant

travelled to America in 1639 with Lord Saltonstalls Company.

During recent research into the history of a local estate called Soss Moss near Chelford, it  was found
that Richard Wyche (a brother of Thomas, the first owner of the estate) was a London merchant who

married Elizabeth Saltonstall late 16th or early 17th century, this Elizabeth being the daughter of the Lord

Mayor of London.

I wonder if this was the same Saltonstall family.  If he was Lord Mayor of London then there must be

more information in the records.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Information from Overseers Accounts – St Luke’s Church, Church Hulme – Cheshire

Apprentices included

1776   Joseph  Booth,  carpenter  of  Church  Hulme,  whose  son,  John  Booth,  was  to  be  apprenticed  to

Thomas Plant a Wheelwright of Church Hulme.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

St Peters, Fairfield, Buxton

The following information has been extracted from the PR’s of the above church by new member No.

226, Mrs Valerie Hall – See also Members letters of this Journal.

Plant Extracts – PR’s of St Peters Church – Fairfield, Buxton

Baptism’s

4 July 1739 Ralph s of John & Mary of Fairfield

24 April 1748 John s of John & Mary of Fairfield

3 March 1773 Rachel d of James & Sarah –

23 May 1790 William s of John & Sarah –

4 November 1792 Hannah d of Henry & Hannah –

29 October 1797 Mary d of James & Mary –

16 July 1797 James s of Aaron & Mary –

16 January 1798 Elizabeth d of Henry & Hannah –
11 May 1806 Sarah d of Thomas & Martha of Kings Sterndale

29 June 1807 Abraham s of James & Margaret of Fairfield

28 January 1810 Mary d of James & Margaret of Fairfield

4 July 1813 Sarah d of James & Margaret of Fairfield

29 April 1816 John s of James & Margaret of Ringinglow

19 September 1819 Hannah d of James & Margaret of Fairfield, farmer.

5 January 1823 Sarah d of James & Margaret of Fairfield

Marriages

2 December 1824 by licence. Aaron widower of Hartington
Ellen Dicken widow OTP

Witnesses Thos Scroop

Maria Vickers

Burials

18 June 1741 Hannah of Buxton Green  inf

23 December 1742 Henry of Burbage
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13 February 1746 Henry of Burbage

20 June 1747 James  -

13 June 1747 Edward –

17 August 1748 Lawrence –

29 August 1754 Sarah –

30 September 1754 Edward
9 July 1756 Sampson of Burbage

15 March 1761 Gilbert

1 September 1764 Hannah of Burbage

2 March 1764 Hannah

28 June 1771 Sarah

1 December 1772 James of Burbage

30 September 1773 Rachel of Burbage

9 June 1774 Edward of Burbage

2 July 1778 Sarah

14 March 1790 Sampson

11 December 1798 Mary

24 March 1799 Mary
6 August 1799 James

3 February 1799 Abraham

1 July 1801 James of Burbage

22 October 1801 Henry of Burbage

5 April 1802 Nancy of Burbage

16 March 1802 Gilbert of Burbage

1 December 1805 Gilbert of Burbage age 75

4 January 1810 James of Burbage inf

29 December 1813 Sarah of Burbage aged 25

5 May 1814 Sarah of Burbage aged 90

29 December 1815 Henry of Burbage inf
16 April 1831 Hannah of Glossop aged 11

6 October 1834 Abraham of Buxton aged 70

20 October 1837 Aaron of Nithen End aged 72

The following entry was found in the Buxton Census for 1871

23 West St John Plant Head  U 70 Farmer born Buxton, Derbyshire

Gilbert Plant Brother 68 born Buxton, Derbyshire

Mary Wales Servant 58 born Uckfield, Sussex

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Irish Connections

Some time ago I exchanged information with a Mr Ron Davies.

Below is his latest information relative to the Plant family in Ireland.

Hello Keith

You’ll probably not remember me but you kindly wrote to me a couple of three years ago as I was

embarking upon research of my Plant ancestors in Ireland.  Your email(s) arrived shortly after I

discovered my biological family ties, my mother having been born a Plant but raised a Webb, an
English family originating in Upton St., Leonards, Gloustershire.  My biological grandmother died 18

days following mother’s birth.  While I had learned as a child my mother’s birth name [except I had it

spelled Plante] it was not until I was well into my 70’s that a Plant family researcher found me through

a mutual boyhood friend of mine.

Anyway, I have made good strides including finding the marriage of my G.Grandfather in Kilcommock

[then Kilcommick]. County Longford, Ireland.  Date is in the parochial marriage registers of

Kilcommock and of the Church of Ireland.  In 2003 I found and heard from a Plant who farms near
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Barry, County Longford and, a week ago yesterday, I was able to mail a family package to one of his

sisters, married and living outside Ottawa, ON.  Another sister married and lives in Stratfordshire and a

brother also is farming in County Longford in Tagshinny [townland].  An elderly Plant widow is living

in the family manor at Toome, a tiny, tiny spot found only on the most detailed maps.

In your email to me, you ventured that my Plants might have gone directly to Ireland or perhaps they
emigrated via Wales.  While I believe they arrived in Ireland in the early 1700’s, I have not proven this.

I most certainly have them at the turn of the 19th century and probably in the late 18th century.  Perhaps

lending credence to your suggestion of emigration via Wales, is a find, last week, of a John H Plant and

household in the 1901 census of Ballymahon town.  There he was a Tea Merchant and Draper having a

wife, four children, a servant, an assistant, a dressmaker and three apprentices.  There also was a visitor

whom I suspect probably was a sister of John’s wife.

Anyway, John and his wife, Alicia, named their fourth son, J Blayney which turns out to be a surname

of Welsh origin.  I found this about the name:

Blayney

Origin: Welsh
Spelling variations include: Blayney, Blainey, Blaney, Blany, Blanay, Blaynay, Bleiney and

many more.

First found in Worcestershire where they were seated from very ancient times, some say well

before the Norman Conquest and the arrival of Duke William at Hastings in 1066 A.D.

I know that this find probably has little to do with your wider Plant family interest but do think that the

use of a surname of Welsh roots gives much credence to a past family association in or of Wales.

I thought you’d be interested in this connection in light of your earlier migratory suggestion.

Best regards
Surrey, BC

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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1881 CENSUS – PLANT EXTRACTS

- Buckingham Essex   Hertford        Sussex Kent –

Analysis

Bucks Essex Hertford Sussex Kent Total

Total No. recorded 53 17 3 4 65 142

Total born in same county 41 8 2 3 31 85

Total born in counties above

other than same county - 4 - - 4 8

Total born in counties other

than those above 12 5 1 1 30 49

Notes:

(Demographical)

Very little movement from adjoining counties – only 5.6%

Considerable movement from other counties  - 34.5%

By county the highest movement was into Kent mainly from the Midlands – to meet changing trade conditions,

armaments mainly.

Notes

(General) BUCKS

1. Not included in the above is Ann Plant, married age 40, wife of a farm labourer (possibly Jesse Plant of

Twyford) who was a patient in ‘The Bucks County Lunatic Asylum’ at Stone, Buckingham.

2. Most people still employed in agricultural.  Four were list as Lacemakers, all living in Twyford.

3. The majority of Plant lived/born in Twyford/Charndon, south east of the county town of Buckingham.

ESSEX

4. Not a ‘Plant’ area, only two families – John and Eliza – born Market Harborough and – Thomas and Phoebe –

from Hampshire.

KENT

5. William Plant and Richard Plant and families both born Eccleshall, Staffs within 4 years of each other, both

living in Canterbury, St Mary, Breden and both occupied in the legal profession – brothers?

6. Joseph Plant born Lichfield, Staffs was living in the Precincts of Canterbury Church and employed as a

Grammer Master of Chorister School.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Occupations

Bucks Essex Hertford Sussex Kent

Boot maker 2 1

Domestic nurse 1 1

Servant 3 1 1

Ag. Labourer 14

Lace maker 4

Gas fitter 1

School mistress 1 2

Police Constable 1

Time keeper 1

Labourer 3 1 3

Shepherd 1

Dressmaker 1

Railway Eng. Driver 1

Engraver 1

Railway Stoker 1

Railway Signalman 1

Lieut. RN 1

Editor 1

Lieut. RA 1

Gunner RA 2

Charwoman 2

Gunbarrel Rifling 1

Grammar Master 1

Gun Cartridge Maker 2

Chief Clerk 1

Wire worker 1

Solicitors Manager Clerk 1

Arsenal Lab. 1

China Manufacturer 1

School master 1

Bricklayer 1

Tobacconist 1
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